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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the study of the creep deformations exhibited by concrete
structures, with a particular attention to long-span prestressed box girders. During their
service life, such structures can experience excessive multidecade deflections mainly due
to the creep phenomenon and the large difference in shrinkage between the top and bottom
slabs, sometimes causing damages of structural elements and huge economic losses. In
order to prevent such consequences, the multidecade deflections of this class of structures
need to be carefully predicted; therefore, very refined creep constitutive laws are required
for relevant creep analyses. The most widely used creep model for the prediction of the
time-dependent behavior of highly creep-sensitive structures is Model B3, which was cal-
ibrated through a data bank comprising results coming from different laboratories spread
throughout the world. In this thesis, an already existing viscoelastic formulation, con-
ceived for any viscous kernel, is integrated with Model B3 and the resulting finite element
scheme is successfully applied to study the long-term behavior of a realistic structure,
the Colle Isarco viaduct in Italy. Another contribution to this research work concerns
the prediction of multidecade deflections exhibited by concrete structures through a novel
creep constitutive law based on variable-order fractional calculus, resulting in an excellent
feature with respect to classical creep models. Indeed, the creep deformations obtained
through the proposed model are very close to the deformations evaluated by means of
Model B3. Moreover, the suggested creep law is characterized by less aging terms than
Model B3, with the consequent advantage to exactly derive the relevant relaxation func-
tion from the fundamental relationship of linear viscoelasticity. In order to perform creep
analyses with the suggested fractional-order law, a numerical integration scheme char-
acterized by a fractional-order viscous kernel is also developed and verified on realistic
concrete structures subjected to multiple load histories.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this research work presents the first creep
constitutive law available in literature that, through fractional operators, explores the time-
dependent behavior of aging materials. Furthermore, a suitable numerical integration
scheme is introduced and successfully applied to representative concrete structures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Creep and shrinkage of concrete structures
Nowadays, the most widely used material for the construction of both ordinary and
outstanding structures is reinforced concrete, and one of the main reasons for it relates
to its durability over years compared with other building materials. Typical phenomena
that may strongly influence the time-dependent behavior of reinforced concrete structures
are shrinkage and creep. The study of these phenomena and their effects on long-term
structural behavior are important issues explored in this thesis.
In structural engineering, the term shrinkage indicates the stress-independent defor-
mation observed in a concrete element due to changes in water content and long-term
chemical processes. The creep is instead a stress-dependent deformation, and it generally
describes the tendency of a structural element to increasingly deform under the influence
of sustained loads. These two phenomena are strictly related to each other; indeed, the
additional stresses induced in the material microstructure by shrikage usually generate
further creep deformations in the whole structural element (Bažant and L’Hermite, 1988;
Bažant and Yunping, 1994). Moreover, the volumetric deformation of shrinkage is re-
sponsible for the change of material properties; and this phenomenon, known in literature
as aging, tends to reduce creep deformations in the long term (Bažant, 1975). The
time-dependent behavior characterizing aging materials in presence of creep is generally
indicated in literature with the term aging hereditariness (Jirásek and Bazant, 2002). Due
to the intricate interaction between creep an shrinkage, the aging hereditariness exhibited
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by concrete structures is generally one of the most challenging time-dependent behaviors
to be investigated. The research conducted in this field is very much fertile and several
creep and shrinkage models were proposed in literature for the characterization of the
material constitutive behavior. However, the choice of the creep and shrinkage constitu-
tive law that better fits the time-dependent behavior exhibited by a concrete structure is
not always trivial, also considering the influence of additional factors, such as the geom-
etry of the structural element, environmental conditions, and the amplitude of sustained
loads. Along this line, Bažant and Baweja (2000) propose the following approximate
classification to guide researchers and practitioners in the model choice.
• Level 1: reinforced concrete beams, frames and slabs with spans under 20 m and
heights of up to 30 m, plain concrete footings, retaining walls.
• Level 2: prestressed beams or slabs of spans up to 20m, high-rise building frames
up to 100m high.
• Level 3: medium-span box girder, cable-stayed or arch bridges with spans of up to
80 m, ordinary tanks, silos, pavements.
• Level 4: long-span prestressed box girder, cable-stayed or arch bridges; large
bridges built sequentially in stages by joining parts; large gravity, arch or buttress
dams; cooling towers; large roof shells; very tall buildings.
• Level 5: record-span bridges, nuclear containments and vessels, large off- shore
structures, large cooling towers, record-span thin roof shells, record-span slender
arch bridges.
Overall, the authors state that for Level 1 a creep and shrinkage analysis of the structure
is not required. Indeed, concrete beams or frames characterized by short spans are not
subjected to evident creep deformations during their service life. Conversely, creep and
shrinkage may represent the principal cause of excessive multidecade displacements in
structures with longer spans, like bridges and very tall buildings. Therefore, for structures
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belonging to Levels 3 and 4, the authors suggest to utilizemore refined creepmodels. With
regard to Level 2 and sometimes Level 3, simple creep models are sufficiently adequate;
while, for Level 5, the most realistic and accurate analysis has to be performed, which
typically consists in a step-by-step computer solution based on a general constitutive law.
An example of creep model suitable for Level 2 is the CEB-FIP creep and shrinkage
model (CEB-FIP, 1993) illustrated in the European technical standards on the design of
concrete structures - Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). This model includes both the material
aging and the material hereditariness through two time-dependent terms. Furthermore, it
also considers the mechanical properties of concrete and the relative humidity by means
of additional terms. However, the model creep function tends to an asymptotic value,
a trend which is not observable in the real life of a structure; thus, its inapplicability to
Levels 3 and 4. A creep model suitable for Levels 3 and 4 is Model B3 instead, suggested
by Bažant and Baweja (2000) and become an international standard recommendation
(ACI, 2008). It consists of five parameters and includes a logarithmic term, whose creep
effect never tends to an asymptotic value. An improved version of Model B3 has been
recently derived by Wendner et al. (2013) and called Model B4. The main differences
with respect to Model B3 are: the inclusion of temperature effects; and the separation
of the drying and the autogenous components of shrinkage, the latter being particularly
important for high strength concrete.
Among the aforementioned creep and shrinkage models and many others available in
literature, Model B3 better fits the study faced in this thesis. More information on this
matter is addressed hereinafter.
1.2 Motivation and aim of this thesis
The research work presented in this thesis mainly aims to investigate the short- and
long-term behavior of structures highly sensitive to creep and shrinkage phenomena.
Thus, it focuses on those structures belonging to Levels 4 and 5 of the aforementioned
classification, with a particular attention to long-span prestressed concrete box girders.
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In long-span prestressed concrete box girders, the combination of creep and shrink-
age phenomena with other factors, such as tension losses and the cast-in-place segmental
method used for the construction, may lead to excessive multidecade deflections unfore-
seeable by classical creep models. In Italy, an evidence of this occurrence is the Colle
Isarco viaduct (Gentilini and Gentilini, 1972), which represents a strategic highway cor-
ridor connecting the North-Eastern part of Italy with Austria. A similar behavior was
also recorded for the Koror-Babelthuap Bridge in Palau, which unfortunately collapsed
in 1996 (Bažant et al., 2012). In order to prevent further accidents, or simply damages
to important structural elements, the future behavior of this class of concrete structures
needs to be carefully investigated. However, to the author’s knowledge, there is a paucity
of research studies dealing with the modeling of highly creep-sensitive structures; ma-
jor contributions to this research field only concern the development of refined creep
constitutive laws for the characterization of the material mechanical behavior. Hence,
a preliminary goal of this thesis is to provide useful indications about the modeling of
prestressed concrete box girders, e.g.: i) the proper way to combine all load histories, also
including construction stages; and ii) the FE technique, with the relevant assumptions,
to be utilized in order to obtain highly accurate results in a reasonable computational
time. The case study considered for this first research outcome is the aforementioned
Colle Isarco viaduct, which is characterized by a relatively simple static configuration,
but very complex load histories, i.e. pretensioning of cables, tension losses, and main-
tenance work. The developed FE model relies on an energetic formulation conceived
for linear viscoelastic problems and characterized by a relaxation integral form (Carini
et al., 1995b,a). Additionally, in order to describe the material mechanical behavior, the
relaxation function of the refined constitutive Model B3 (Bažant et al., 2013) is properly
introduced in the formulation.
Another goal of this thesis concerns the development of a novel constitutive model,
which can be successfully used as alternative to Model B3 for the study of highly creep-
sensitive structures. The proposed model includes variable-order fractional operators
(Podlubny, 1998; Lorenzo and Hartley, 2002, 2007); moreover, it consists of three aging
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parameters, properly calibrated with the aid of Model B3. The main advantages related
to the use of fractional calculus in the field of linear viscoelasticity are: i) the derivation
of a simple function for the description of the creep phenomenon; ii) the inclusion of
power laws, which are in perfect agreement with experimental curves (Nutting, 1921;
Gemant, 1938); and iii) the possibility to exactly derive the relaxation function from the
fundamental relationship of linear viscoelasticity (Bažant, 1972); this way, the thermody-
namical and mathematical consistency of the constitutive model is guaranteed. However,
these advantages and many others were proven through studies on hereditary materials
(Di Paola and Zingales, 2012; Deseri et al., 2014c); in other words, materials whose
time-dependent behavior does not depend on the material aging, such as some polymers
and rubbers. Therefore, this part of the research mainly aims to investigate the effective
applicability of fractional operators to the study of the time-dependent behavior of more
complex materials, like aging materials; moreover, it aims to verify the validity of the
aforementioned advantages even in presence of aging.
In order to perform creep analyses on realistic structureswith the proposed constitutive
law, a suitable numerical integration scheme is also presented as further research outcome
of this thesis. The method relies on an already existing FE formulation (Carini et al.,
1995b), properly integrated with the fractional-order relaxation function. A convergence
analysis is then performed to set the value of some variables affecting the solution quality,
such as the number of Gaussian points or the number of subintervals involved in the step-
by-step integration procedure (Carini et al., 1995a). The FE scheme is finally utilized
to study both the short- and long-term behavior of representative concrete structures,
including the Colle Isarco viaduct.
Eventually, further developments of this thesis concern the correlation of the three
parameters characterizing the fractional-order creep model with the mechanical proper-
ties of the material, and the extension of the relevant numerical integration scheme to the
case of multidimensional bodies.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis illustrates the major research outcomes achieved by the author during her
years of doctorate. Moreover, it is organized as a collection of three journal publications,
for a total number of five chapters. A brief overview of the remaining chapters follows:
• Chapter 2 includes the publication titled: ’A viscoelastic model for the long-term
deflection of segmental prestressed box girders’. The manuscript begins with
a literature review on the principal effects that time-dependent phenomena may
generate in a specific class of concrete structures, i.e. segmental prestressed box
girders. Then, a careful description of an already existing energetic formulation
(Carini et al., 1995b) and its integration with the approximate relaxation function of
Model B3 follows (Bažant et al., 2013). The presented formulation is applied to the
study of a realistic concrete structure, the Colle Isarco viaduct in Italy. Furthermore,
many details about the implementation of its geometry and load history into the
aforementioned FE formulation are provided, together with a discussion of model
results.
• Chapter 3 includes the publication titled: ’A fractional-order model for aging
materials: An application to concrete’. The manuscript begins with a literature
review on the classical creep models utilized for both hereditary and aging mate-
rials. Also, particular attention is given to those models already developed within
the framework of fractional-order calculus. General definitions of material aging
hereditariness and fractional-order operators are then provided. Finally, a novel
fractional-hereditary aging model, properly calibrated with the aid of Model B3, is
presented.
• Chapter 4 includes the publication titled: ’A numerical integration approach for
fractional-order viscoelastic analysis of hereditary-aging structures’. Themanuscript
begins with a literature review on the principal models adopted for the character-
ization of the aging hereditariness of concretes. Moreover, some FE techniques
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utilized in the same context are illustrated, focusing on the general FE formulation
proposed by Carini et al. (1995b). This formulation is then particularized to include
the fractional-order constitutive model proposed in Chapter 3. In addition, in order
to set the values of some variables affecting the solution quality, a convergence
analysis is performed with the aid of a model problem. Interesting applications to
realistic concrete structures follow, including the Colle Isarco viaduct.
• Chapter 5 summarizes conclusions with future perspectives.
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Chapter 2
A viscoelastic model for the long-term deflection of segmental
prestressed box girders
by Angela Beltempo, Oreste S. Bursi, Carlo Cappello, Daniele Zonta, and Massimiliano
Zingales
Abstract
Most of segmental prestressed concrete box girders exhibit excessive multidecade
deflections unforeseeable by past and current design codes. In order to investigate such a
behavior, mainly caused by creep and shrinkage phenomena, an effective FE formulation
is presented in this paper. This formulation is developed by invoking the stationarity
of an energetic principle for linear viscoelastic problems and relies on the Bazant creep
constitutive law. A case study representative of segmental prestressed concrete box girders
susceptible to creep is also analyzed in the paper, i.e. the Colle Isarco viaduct. Its FE
model, based on the aforementioned energetic formulation, was successfully validated
through the comparison with monitoring field data. As a result, the proposed 1D FE
model can effectively reproduce the past behavior of the viaduct and predict its future
behavior with a reasonable run time, which represents a decisive factor for the model
implementation in a decision support system.
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Background and motivation
"Clarification of the causes of major disasters and serviceability losses has been, and
will always be, a prime opportunity for progress in structural engineering" (Bažant et al.,
2012). This need always arises behind important upgrades in design codes and is followed
by many researchers for a better understanding of complex phenomena.
According to that need, this study will cover a specific class of bridges, i.e. prestressed
concrete box girders, which reveal excessivemultidecade deflections unforeseeable by past
and current design codes. For instance, let us examine the Koror-Babelthuap Bridge in
Palau, depicted in Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), which collapsed in 1996 mainly due to an
excessive creep deflection recorded at midspan; or other four segmental prestressed box
girders in Japan, which exhibited a similar behavior (Koshirazu, Tsukiyono, Konaru,
and Urado) (Bažant et al., 2012). An example in Europe, proving once more that the
multidecade deflections are not unique occurrences for the Koror-Babelthuap Bridge,
is represented by the Colle Isarco viaduct, shown in Figures 2.1(c) and 2.1(d), which
still constitutes a strategic link in the highway corridor connecting Northern Italy with
Germany.
Specifically, the excessive multidecade deflections of the aforementioned box girders
and many others bridges spread throughout the world may be due to the combination of
several factors (Beltempo et al., 2015) listed herein: i) the cast-in-place segmental method
used for construction; ii) creep deformation; iii) losses of pre-tensioning force in tendons;
and iv) differential shrinkage between top and bottom slabs. However, with regard to the
Colle Isarco viaduct, i.e. the case study of this paper, any attempt to investigate themidspan
deflection drift using the classical CEB-FIP creep and shrinkage models (CEB-FIP, 1993)
- those currently recognized by Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004)- failed to provide a convincing
explanation/prediction. In fact, according to the CEB-FIP model, creep effects become
negligible 20 years after concrete casting, whilst the Colle Isarco viaduct experiences a
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deflection still growing 40 years after its construction. Thus, the hyperbolic law exploited
in Eurocode 2 creep models clearly exhibits limitations to its applicability. Bažant et al.
(2012), focusing on Koror-Babelthuap Bridge, also demonstrated that classical CEB-FIP
shrinkage and creep models are clearly not suited for reproducing the long-term deflection
of large-span segmentally-erected box girders and recommended the use of creep Model
B3 (Bažant and Baweja, 2000), which has been recently improved in Model B4 (Wendner
et al., 2013). Unlike CEB-FIP models, both Model B3 and Model B4 consider a creep
component whose effect persists even many decades after concrete casting. Moreover,
they properly take into account difference in shrinkage between top and bottom slabs of
the box girder, a phenomenon that could strongly influence the deflection trend. Model
B4 includes two major improvements with respect to Model B3: the first is the inclusion
of temperature effects in the creep function; the second concerns the separation of the
drying and the autogenous components of shrinkage, particularly important for high
strength concrete.
An innovative approach to investigate excessive deflections in massive concrete struc-
tures could be the introduction of fractional (real-order) operators into the creep consti-
tutive law (Di Paola and Zingales, 2012; Di Paola et al., 2013b). Specifically, the use of
fractional operators could bring significant computational savings to model calibration
due to the reduced number of parameters -about three- involved into the formulation.
However, both Di Paola and Zingales (2012) and Di Paola et al. (2013b) applied frac-
tional operators to hereditary materials, e.g. polymers, and not to aging materials like
concrete. Therefore, in this research work we focus onModel B3 mainly because its creep
and relaxation functions (Bažant and Baweja, 2000; Bažant et al., 2013), can be fitted
by fractional operators. Moreover, a reliable relaxation function is not yet available for
Model B4 and, therefore, Model B3 is preferred.
Significant aspects relative to monitoring and modeling of segmental box girders
should worthy of investigation. In fact, in most cases, the inexplicable behavior of this
specific class of structures led to the installation of efficient Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) systems and to the development of FE models. This is the case of the Colle
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Isarco viaduct, for which both field data -revealed to assess the effectiveness of the last
maintenance work undertaken in 2014- and FE model predictions were used to provide
information on future structural performance and to support decisions concerning the
viaduct management. The SHM system installed on the Colle Isarco viaduct includes: i)
fiber-optic sensors based on fiber Bragg gratings (Balageas et al., 2010; Glisic and Inaudi,
2008) to measure strains of top and bottom slabs; ii) PT100 resistance thermometers to
acquire temperature variations along the whole structure; and iii) a topographic network
with prisms to measure displacements. This fusion of data coming from different sensors
certainly reduces uncertainties regarding structural behavior (Han et al., 2017), helps the
bridgemanager to identify causes of possible anomalies and improves his or her capability
to take optimal decisions (Cappello et al., 2016).
As further support for computational frameworks for Bayesian inference and bridge
maintenance decisions, a 1D FE model of the Colle Isarco viaduct, which is presented in
this paper, was also developed. Along the same lines, Caracoglia et al. (2009) developed
a time-domain FE model to better interpret the behavior of long-span modern bridges
under vortex shedding-induced loads. Torbol et al. (2013) used a FE analysis to evalu-
ate bridge fragility throughout its service life. Shapiro (2007) built a FE model of the
Interstate Highway 565 Bridge in Huntsville (Alabama), to investigate the main causes
of cracking phenomena observed just after the construction of the bridge. The main
difference between the aforementioned models and the model of the Colle Isarco viaduct
is that they are all available in commercial software, mainly ANSYS or OpenSEES (Maz-
zoni et al., 2006); conversely, the Colle Isarcos model is implemented in MATLAB and
relies on an energetic formulation for linear viscoelastic problems (Carini et al., 1995b).
Another important aspect is its reduced run time, which is determinant for both stochastic
computations and model implementation in a Decision Support System (DSS). In sum,
to the authors knowledge, there is a paucity of papers dealing with modeling of creep
and shrinkage phenomena for simple yet effective FE simulations of complex segmental
prestressed concrete box girders; box girders that, in addition, are subjected to complex
loading histories. These are the important issues that the paper explores further.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1: (a)The Koror-Babelthuap Bridge in Palau; (b) the Koror-Babelthuap Bridge
failure; (c) the central span of the Colle Isarco viaduct in Italy; (d) Northern lateral spans
of the Colle Isarco viaduct.
2.1.2 Scope
This paper presents the main issues regarding the modeling of creep and shrinkage
phenomena for a specific class of bridges, i.e. segmental prestressed concrete box girders
subjected to complex loading histories. It also shows how a reliable SHM system coupled
to an effective FE model can be used to investigate the past behavior and predict the
short- and long-term deflection of such complex structures, considering, as representative
case study, the Colle Isarco viaduct. According to this aim, we organize the paper as
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follows. Firstly, Section 2.2 describes an energetic formulation and a creep constitutive
law suitable for the problem under investigation. Section 2.3 introduces a segmental pre-
stressed concrete box girder, i.e. the Colle Isarco viaduct, focusing on the main structural
characteristics and the SHM system installed on the viaduct in 2014. Section 2.4 provides
details about the implementation of the viaduct geometry and the whole load history into
the FE formulation, together with model results. Moreover, an overview of the conceived
DSS as further development of this research work can be found in Section 2.5. Finally,
we present conclusions and future developments in Section 2.6.
2.2 A FE formulation for prestressed concrete box girders
In this section, we propose an effective way to model segmental prestressed concrete
box girder deflection and, generally, all structures highly sensitive to creep, without
resorting to commercial software analyses. Hence, we present a 1D FE formulation by
invoking the stationarity of a functional for linear viscoelastic problems, which relies on
the creep constitutive law of Bazant (Bažant and Baweja, 2000).
Hereinafter, we recall the Bazants creep law, known in the literature as Model B3
(Bažant and Baweja, 2000); and present, in greater detail, an energetic formulation for
concrete (aging) materials derived from a previous formulation proposed by Carini et al.
(1995b).
2.2.1 A constitutive creep model: Model B3
In its most general form, Model B3 (Bažant and Baweja, 2000) assumes that, for a
constant stress  applied at age t0, the resulting strain "¹tº at time t can be expressed as,
"¹tº = JB3¹t , t0º · + "sh¹tº +  ·T ¹tº (2.1)
in which JB3¹t , t0º defines the compliance function, i.e. strain at time t caused by a
unit uniaxial constant stress at t0, "sh is the shrinkage strain, T defines the temperature
variation, and  the thermal expansion coefficient. Furthermore, we can conceive the
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compliance function as the sum of three components,
JB ¹t , t0º = q1 + C0¹t , t0º + Cd¹t , t0, t 0º (2.2)
where q1 defines the instantaneous strain due to a unit stress,C0 is the compliance function
for basic creep, meaning the creep at constant moisture content and nomoisture movement
through the material, and Cd defines the compliance function for drying starting at time
t 0.
The basic creep compliance can be further broken down into,
C0¹t , t0º = q2Q¹t , t0º + q3ln

1 + ¹t   t0ºn

+ q4ln¹tt0º (2.3)
where function Q is discussed in more detail in Bažant and Baweja (2000). The terms
in (2.3) containing q2, q3, q4 represent the aging viscoelastic compliance, non-aging vis-
coelastic compliance and flow compliance, respectively, as deduced from the solidification
theory. The drying compliance Cd reads,
Cd¹t , t0, t 0º = q5

exp f 8H¹tºg   exp  8H¹t 00º	12 (2.4)
where H is the hydraulic radius of the section, i.e. the volume-to-surface ratio and
t 00 = max¹t 0, t0º. Evidently, Equation (2.4) is valid for t > t 00, otherwise it is equal
to zero. The five parameters of Model B3 can be either treated as statistical variables
or estimated through the following formulas, valid only for certain ranges of material
mechanical properties (Bažant and Baweja, 2000), i.e.,
q1 = 0.6 · 106E28 (2.5a)
q2 = 185.4c0.5f 0.9c (2.5b)
q3 = 0.29¹wcº4q2 (2.5c)
q4 = 20.3¹acº 0.7 (2.5d)
q5 = 7.57 · 105f 1c j"sh1 j 0.6 (2.5e)
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All the formulas above are given in SI (metric) units (MPa, m). In addition, E28 is
the Young’s modulus at 28 days, fc defines the cylinder compression strength, wc is
water-cement ratio, ac is aggregate-cement ratio, and "sh1 is the shrinkage strain at
infinity.
Once the compliance function and its five parameters are known, it is also possible
to estimate the corresponding relaxation functionGB3 through the following approximate
formula (Bažant et al., 2013),
GB3¹t , t0º =
1
JB3¹t , t0º ·
26666641 +
c1¹t , t0ºJB3¹t , t0º
qJB3¹t , t   º
3777775
 q
(2.6)
where,
c1 = 0.0119 · ln¹t0º + 0.08 (2.7a)
¹t , t0º =
JB3¹
t + t0
2
, t0º
JB3¹t ,
t + t0
2
º
  1 (2.7b)
q = 10  = 1 (2.7c)
Unlike the formula developed in 1979 by Bažant and Kim (1979), Equation (2.6)
prevents any violation of the thermodynamic requirement of negatives of GB3¹t , t 0º.
Therefore, (2.6) can be utilized to describe the long-time relaxation phenomenon of
concrete loaded at a young age; for this reason, it is particularly useful for compliance
functions that correctly describe multidecade creep, which is the case of the Model B3
compliance function.
In summary, Model B3 depends on five different terms, controlled by parameters
q1, q2, q3, q4, and q5. The first three components roughly reproduce the same effect
as the classical CEB-FIP model (CEB-FIP, 1993) and have no impact on the long-term
behavior. In contrast, the flow compliance term, including q4, is unique to Model B3 and
to the aforementioned Model B4 (Wendner et al., 2013); it depends on the logarithm of
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time and, thus, keeps producing its effects in the long term. Lastly, the term involving q5,
which depends on the effective thickness H, allows us to properly take into account the
differential drying rate of the two (bottom/top) slabs of box girders.
2.2.2 FE viscoelastic formulation
In order to take into account creep effects, we start from the classical total poten-
tial energy with an additional integration over time. Moreover, we assume the classical
hypotheses of Bernoulli-Navier and first-order beam theories, denoting with x the coor-
dinate of the beam longitudinal axis, u¹x, tº the longitudinal displacement, and v¹x, tº the
transversal displacement of the generic point of the beam. Hence, x defines the local axis
of the beam and, in the case under investigation, it matches the global axis.
The extension of the total potential energy functional to viscoelasticity reads,
F»u, v¼ =
1
2
¹ t
t0
¹ L
0
G¹x, t0, t0º
2666664A
©­­«
@u^¹x, tº
@x
ª®®¬
2
+ I
©­­«
@2v^¹x, tº
@x2
ª®®¬
23777775 dxdt+
 
¹ t
t0
¹ L
0
p¹x, tºu^¹x, tºdxdt  
¹ t
t0
¹ L
0
q¹x, tºv^¹x, tºdxdt
(2.8)
where »t0, t¼ is the time interval,G¹x, t0, t0º defines the viscous relaxation kernel evaluated
at t0, and p¹x, tº and q¹x, tº are the longitudinal and transversal components of distributed
load, respectively; whereas, u^¹x, tº and v^¹x, tº define the solution of the auxiliary problem.
Figure 2.2: DoFs of a plane beam finite element.
Now, among the admissible displacement fields, the solution of the viscoelastic prob-
lem, in the given time interval, is the field that makes the functional minimum. The
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admissible displacement fields are intended as those that satisfy both compatibility equa-
tions and the Dirichelet boundary condition.
Due to the double dimension of the integral, we need to introduce into (2.8) both
space and time discretizations. For the spatial discretization, beam finite elements with
three DoFs per node are considered. Figure 2.2 depicts a single beam finite element with
its six DoFs. In addition, we take into account the classical linear shape functions for the
extensional DoFs ru = »u1 u2¼T , and the classical cubic shape functions for the bending
DoFs rv = »v1 1 v2 2¼T . The shape functions, referring to each node of the mesh,
are collected into the operator N¹xº and the corresponding nodal DoFs into the vector
r¹tº. Thus, we can express the displacement vector u = »u v¼T as follows,
u =
266666664
nu
T 0T
0T nv
T
377777775
·
266666664
ru
rv
377777775
= N¹xºr¹tº (2.9)
where r¹tº = A¹tº; moreover,A denotes the coordinate transformation operator and ¹tº
the vector of nodal DoFs. With regard to the time discretization, the vector ¹tº reads,
¹tº =M¹tº (2.10)
It expresses the product of time shape functions, collected into the operator M¹tº, and
time DoFs, collected into the vector . For each spatial DoF, we consider two linear time
shape functions, for a total of 12 DoFs per beam finite element. The first time shape
function is 0 at the beginning of the time step and 1 at the end of the time step, whilst the
second is 1 at the beginning and 0 at the end.
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The discretized form of (2.8) reads,
F»u, v¼ =
1
2
¹ t
t0
^T ¹tº
(¹ L
0
G¹x, t0, t0º
2666664A
©­­«
dnu¹xº
dx
ª®®¬
©­­«
dnu¹xº
dx
ª®®¬
T
+
+I
©­­«
d2nv¹xº
dx2
ª®®¬
©­­«
d2nv¹xº
dx2
ª®®¬
T 3777775 dx
)
^¹tºdt  
¹ t
t0
^T ¹tº
(¹ L
0
nu¹xºp¹x, tºdx
)
^¹tºdt+
 
¹ t
t0
^T ¹tº
(¹ L
0
nv¹xºq¹x, tºdx
)
^¹tºdt
(2.11)
The vector ^¹tº of the ’fictitious’ displacement unknowns can be obtained by means of the
aforementioned auxiliary elastic problem with the following longitudinal and transversal
distributed loads,
p^¹x, tº =  
@
@x
©­­«G¹x, t , t0ºA
@u¹x, tº
@x
ª®®¬  
@
@x
¹ t
t0
G¹x, t , ºA
@du¹x, º
@x
(2.12a)
q^¹x, tº =  
@2
@x2
©­­«G¹x, t , t0ºI
@2v¹x, tº
@x2
ª®®¬  
@2
@x2
¹ t
t0
G¹x, t , ºI
@2dv¹x, º
@x2
(2.12b)
named ’fictitious’ loads by Carini et al. (1995b). Invoking the stationarity of the classical
total potential energy functional, we reach the following resolving system for the auxiliary
problem,
k^¹tº = H (2.13)
with k the well-known elastic stiffness operator of the assembled structure and, H, an
operator depending on both the relaxation kernel and the time shape functions. Hence, we
can derive the vector ^¹tº from (2.13) and, then, introducing its expression into (2.11), its
minimum is reached when  corresponds to the solution of the following linear system,
L = g (2.14)
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where L is the extended stiffness operator and g is the extended vector of equivalent nodal
forces.
In order to specialize the solution to the case of aging materials, it is necessary to
consider a proper creep model into the formulation. For instance, according to the rea-
soning set out in Section 2.1 for box girders under investigation, the relaxation function
of Model B3 (2.6) has to be replaced into (2.12). Moreover, the subdivision of the whole
time step into small subintervals will further improve the proposed formulation. As a
result, a sequence of smaller problems can be solved and, at every step, the calculation is
accomplished by starting from the results available from previous steps. A pseudocode,
summarizing the whole FE viscoelastic formulation, is reported in the Appendix 2.A.
2.3 The case study of the Colle Isarco viaduct
2.3.1 Bridge structural characteristics
The Colle Isarco viaduct is an example of segmental prestressed concrete box girder
that experienced excessive multidecade deflections just after its construction. It was
designed by engineers Bruno and Lino Gentilini and erected between 1968 and 1971
(Gentilini and Gentilini, 1972). Overall, the viaduct comprises two structurally indepen-
dent decks, the so-called North and South carriageways, with 13 spans, for a total length
of 1028.2 m. The main span of the viaduct, 163 m long, consists of two symmetric
reinforced concrete Niagara box girders, which support a suspended beam of 45 m, as
depicted in Figure 2.3. Each box girder ends with a 59m-long cantilever, counterbalanced
by a back arm with a length of 91 m. Moreover, each box girder is composed of 33
box-girder cast-in-place segments with a depth varying from 10.93 m, at the pier, to 2.57
m, at the edge. The thickness of the top slab of the box girder is constant at 0.29 m, whilst
the bottom slab varies from 0.99 m to 0.12 m. A concrete of nominal class Rck = 450
kg/cm2 (C3545 according to Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004)) was used for all cast-in-place el-
ements of piers and girders. The initial prestressing was applied through 32 mm diameter
Dywidag ST 85105 threaded bars, with 1030 MPa nominal tensile strength and an initial
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Elevation of the three main spans of the viaduct, and (b) generic cross
section of the box-girder. Dimensions in m.
jacking tension of 720 MPa. For each 59m-long cantilever, the longitudinal force above
the pier was about 120 MN and was provided by a total of 266 cables. As mentioned
in Section 2.1, after only a few years from the viaduct opening, monitoring field data
started to exhibit a deflection drift that cannot be explained using classical creep models
such as those found in most design codes, e.g. Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). In this respect,
Figure 2.4 depicts the deflection trend recorded at cross section A of Figure 2.3(a). In
stark contrast with the design prediction (CEN, 2004) of 160 mm in 1988, the actual
deflection reached 230 mm with an apparent rate of 8 mm/year. A similar behavior was
also observed for the other three box girders. These first observations prompted the owner
to undertake, between 1988 and 1989, a radical intervention. Specifically, 10 cm of road
pavement was removed from the cantilever arms and the suspended central beam, and
replaced with a thinner layer of lightweight asphalt. The effect of this work is evident in
Figure 2.4 through the immediate recovery of 70 mm in deflection and the disappearance
of the deflection drift for a few years after the intervention. A second major maintenance
activity was accomplished between 1998 and 1999, with the aim of repairing the concrete
cover of the top slab, heavily deteriorated by the extensive use of salt during winter.
The repair consisted of a scarification of the damaged concrete, replacement of corroded
unprestressed bars, and restoration of the damaged concrete cover. In the following years,
dumpy level measurements showed once more an increase in deflection drift. Therefore,
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another important intervention followed in 2014, which mainly involved the installation of
an external post-tensioning system within the four box girders. The retrofit was designed
by the Autostrada del Brennero SpA technical office in collaboration with an engineering
consultant, SEICO SRL. The additional prestress was provided by a total of 212 0.6”
diameter compact strands, with a jacking load of 213 kN. The additional longitudinal
force produced above the pier was about 45 MN, which is almost 40% of the original
prestress. To compensate the additional post-tensioning force, the thickness of the top
slab of the box girder was increased from 260 mm to 290 mm. This last intervention led
to a recovery of 80 mm in deflection and a change from negative to positive deflection
slope. Other minor work was carried out along with the post-tensioning. Details of the
retrofit work can be found in the relevant design documentation (Viviani, 2013).
Figure 2.4: Comparison between monitoring data (black dots) and design prediction of
CEN (2004) (red line) relevant to cross section A of Figure 2.3(a).
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2.3.2 SHM system for field data acquisition
The SHM system recently installed on the viaduct consists of three different sets of
instruments, each based on a different technology. The first set is made of two Leica
TM50 topographic total stations and 72 GPR112 prisms. It was installed and activated
in early 2014, so it managed to record the effects of the retrofit intervention. The total
stations can detect the position of each prism with a precision in the range of 2 to 20 mm,
every hour. The second and third set of the system were installed in June 2016 but have
not yet been activated. These are made of 56 fiber optic sensors (FOSs) implementing
fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) and 74 PT100 platinum resistance thermometers connected
to their respective reading units. The topographic network was designed to monitor the
deflection of the decks between Piers #7 and #10 during the structural intervention
and afterwards. The total stations were installed on a 1.50 m-high concrete pile and
protected by low-iron glass, a type of glass that minimizes the measurement error due
to refraction. The location of the two stations was chosen both to ensure stability and
to maximize the precision of the measurements. In general, the latter is enhanced by
placing the measurement points and the benchmarks at approximately the same distance
from the total stations and at the same altitude. The location of the 60 prisms used as
measurement points and the 12 benchmarks is depicted in Figure 2.5. In order to reduce
the uncertainty (Kirkup and Frenkel, 2006), 6 benchmarks were used for each total station
and were positioned in sparse locations around the Isarco Valley.
The systems based on FOSs and PT100 sensors were designed to monitor the long-
term effects of the recent post-tensioning intervention and to assist the investigation into
possible structural anomalies. These systems record the strain of both the top and bottom
slabs of the box girders and the temperature pattern between Piers #7 and #10. The
FBGs sensors measure the average uniaxial strain with a base of 2.00 m, whilst the PT100
resistance thermometers measure local temperature. Each instrumented section contains
4 FOSs, 2 for each deck, 1 for each slab, whilst 4 acquisition units are located near Piers
#8 and #9. In total, 14 sections are measured using the FOSs. The temperature field is
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Figure 2.5: Configuration of prisms between Piers #8 and #9. Dimensions in m.
measured in 10 sections: 16 PT100 sensors, 8 for each deck, are devoted to cross sections
C5 and C7, see Figure 2.6, whilst 6 PT100 sensors, 3 for each deck, are devoted to each
of the remaining sections. The strategy consists in accurately measuring the temperature
pattern in cross sections C5 and C7, and then obtaining the pattern in the remaining
sections by using the temperatures provided by the 3 sensors as boundary conditions.
Since the units that record data from the PT100 sensors can acquire measurements from
4 different sensors at most, 4 acquisition units are installed in cross sections C5 and C7,
and 2, one for each deck, in the others. Each acquisition unit has an RJ-45 interface and
is connected to an industrial PC by means of a TCP/IP protocol.
The total stations started acquiring data on June 9, 2014. Figure 2.7 shows the vertical
Figure 2.6: Configuration of FOSs and PT100 sensors.
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Figure 2.7: Time histories of deflection and temperature field data.
displacement of prisms 8N1N and 8N1S, along with the air temperature, recorded from
August 4 to 9, 2014. These prisms are placed at the edge of the north girders, i.e. a
location that is sensitive to variations in loads, temperature and mechanical properties.
By observing these measurements, we can conclude that the behavior of the two decks
before post-tensioning was similar, and mostly affected by temperature rather than live
loads. Based on Figure 2.7, we can also argue that when the air temperature increases
in the morning, the edge of each deck moves down, with a short time delay. This occurs
because the source of heat, i.e. the sun, increases the temperature of the top slab more
than that of the bottom slab, and so leads the top slab to elongate more than the bottom
one.
In Figure 2.8, we show the instant effects of post-tensioning. The figure displays one
measurement per day, acquired from 5 am to 7 am -when a measurement exists within
this interval-. Three phenomena can be observed in Figure 2.8:
• from July 31 to August 11, 2014, part of the top slab belonging to the girder bearing
the southbound carriageway was removed and new concrete was cast to the required
thickness; this weakened the corresponding deck, leading it to behave differently
from the girder bearing the northbound carriageway;
• from November 25 to December 3, 2014, the external cables installed in the girder
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bearing the southbound carriageway were tensioned, causing the same deck to rise
by about 70 mm;
• the behavior of the southbound deck after post-tensioning in 2014 was different
from the other, as its deflection clearly increased more over time than that of the
northbound carriageway.
In addition, Figure 2.8 also shows the influence of the environmental temperature. In
particular, we can notice that whereas the measurements of Figure 2.7 are strongly
influenced by the hourly effects of the sun, which causes the edge of the cantilever to
lower, the deflection displayed in Figure 2.8 seems to increase with the temperature. The
reason for this is that measurements shown in Figure 2.7 were recorded before sunrise,
i.e. when the temperature of the two slabs should be about the same and close to the
average temperature of the air in the early morning. Based on this reasonable assumption,
a global increase in temperature of the structure increases the size of the whole viaduct,
in particular of the piers, resulting in larger measurements of the edge deflection.
Figure 2.8: Measured deflection at prisms 8N1N and 8N1S and air temperature field
data.
Finally, Figure 2.8 shows that the effect of every stage of the 2014 intervention was
monitored with a good precision and that measurements agree well with first principles
and engineering judgment.
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2.4 FE modeling of the Colle Isarco viaduct
A realistic FE model of the Colle Isarco viaduct may be useful not only for the
investigation of the main causes of its past behavior, but also to estimate future deflections,
to detect the effectiveness of the last intervention, and to provide a useful means for the
development of a DSS, resulting in significant cost savings in future maintenance.
Therefore, in the sequel, we present two separate FE models. The first is a refined
3D model that we used to perform local analyses only; in fact, the run time required for
analyses of the whole structure appeared to be excessive. The second is a simpler 1D
model, based on the formulation presented in Section 2 and conceived to perform rapid
and accurate creep analyses on the main box girders. To the best of authors knowledge,
this is the first time that an energetic formulation for linear viscoelastic problems is de-
veloped and applied to a realistic structure subjected to such a complex loading history.
2.4.1 3D FE model
We developed a 3D FE model of the Colle Isarco viaduct in ANSYS v. 12.1. The
concrete structure of the viaduct was implemented using SOLID186 elements, whereas
the 414 cables weremodeled with 8059 BEAM188 Timoshenko beam elements, for a total
of 260000 degrees of freedom (DoFs). With regard to the prestressing load, each cable
was placed into the model at its proper longitudinal and transversal position, simulating
the prestress friction losses by applying an equivalent thermal gradient between the two
edges of each cable. The geometrical characteristics considered in the model reproduce
the actual geometry of the viaduct, as well as the mechanical properties of materials. We
summarize both geometrical and mechanical properties in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, where
2.38  10.80 m indicates that the cross-section depth varies from 2.38 m at section A of
Figure 2.3(a) to 10.80 m at Pier #8 as well as for the lower slab thickness.
With regard to the constitutive law of Bazant, ANSYS allows users to redefine the me-
chanical constitutive behavior of materials through User Programmable Features (UPF).
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Table 2.1: Geometrical characteristics.
Cross section properties
Cross section depth 2.38  10.80 m
Upper slab width 11.00 m
Lower slab width 6.00 m
Upper slab thickness 0.26 m
Lower slab thickness 0.12  0.99 m
Lateral slab thickness 0.40 m
Table 2.2: Mechanical properties.
Concrete
Compressive strength 45MPa
Young’s modulus 31043MPa
Poisson’s ratio 0.2
Density 2500 kg/m3
Dywidag bars
Yield strength 850MPa
Young’s modulus 210000MPa
Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Density 7850 kg/m3
Thus, Model B3 was implemented in FORTRAN language as an external user-defined
subroutine with two outputs: i) the incremental creep strain at the current time step; ii) the
corresponding time derivative. According to Equations (2.2)-(2.4), these two strain quan-
tities are functions of five parameters, which were estimated through a Bayesian analysis
(Bolstad, 2010) and read: q1 = 19.33", q2 = 129.93", q3 = 0.56", q4 = 10.09"
and q5 = 19352.92" · "sh inf .
Regardless of the constitutive law considered in the model, ANSYS can analyze creep
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Figure 2.9: Phases of displacement evolution of upper point at cross section B of Figure
2.3(a) during construction estimated by a 3D FE simulation.
phenomena by means of two different integration methods.
The first is the explicit forward Euler method, whilst the second corresponds to the
implicit backward Euler method. The explicit method is widely used in creep analysis
because of simplicity, and its accuracy depends on the time-step size. Furthermore, it is
conditionally stable, which means that its stability is restricted to small time steps. On
the other hand, the implicit Euler method is numerically unconditionally stable, which
implies that it does not require as small a time step as the explicit creep method, so it is
much faster overall. However, the price for the unconditional stability is the need to solve
non-linear equations at each time step. The computation of the creep strain, "cr , through
the implicit integration method, i.e. the method selected for modeling the Colle Isarco
viaduct, follows the algorithm summarized in Table 2.3 Therein, we use n to indicate the
current time step, i the iteration step, D the derivative operator, k the stiffness operator,
and  a tolerance vector.
As clearly shown in Table 2.3, the accuracy and effectiveness of the implicit method
depend on both the chosen tolerance and the convergence ratio of the fixed point iterations.
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A drawback that might occur in this type of analysis concerns the slow convergence of
the fixed point iterations. Therefore, if the desired accuracy is not reached within 3-4
iterations, the time-step size will be decreased and calculations repeated starting from
Step 1. For instance, in the case of the Colle Isarco viaduct model, due to the heavier
deformation gradient occurring within the first few days after load application, we divided
initial time steps into several small subintervals.
Table 2.3: Algorithm for the evaluation of creep strains implemented in the ANSYS
software.
Implicit creep method
Set i = 0; "cr
i
n+1 = "
cr
n ; 
i
n+1 = n;
1. Subroutine computes "cr
i
n ; "
cri+1
n+1 = "
cr
n + "
cri
n ;
If j "cri+1n+1   "cr
i
n+1 j>  then
solve: DkDTui+1n+1 =  f +Dk"cr
i+1
n+1 +Dk"
thi+1
n+1 ;
calculate: i+1n+1 = k¹DTui+1n+1   "cr
i+1
n+1 º;
set i = i + 1 and go to 1;
else
set "crn+1 = "
cri+1
n+1 ;
end
The 3D model accounts for all variations in loading, geometry and boundary con-
ditions. Furthermore, it can reproduce both bridge history and construction stages with
optimal accuracy. For instance, Figure 2.9 shows the principal construction phases tracked
by ANSYS in terms of deflection at cross section B, specified in Figure 2.3(a). In par-
ticular, the box girder deck was erected in alternate segments launched each side of
Pier #8, known in the technical literature as balanced construction. As a result, after a
new segment cast, indicated in red in the curve of Figure 2.9, the post tension followed,
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whose deflection is depicted iz<n blue, in the same curve. Then, because of the different
lengths of the cantilever arm (59 m) and the back arm (91 m), the balanced construction
required the erection of a temporary support at cross section C of Figure 2.3(a). After
the construction of the back arm, the temporary support was removed, reaching its final
configuration.
We employed the same 3D FE model to perform a creep analysis from 1969 to 2016;
anyhow it did not lead to satisfactory results due to: i) the huge simulation time, more
than 15 days with an 8-core machine -32 GB of RAM and 2.10 GHz of CPU frequency-;
ii) the amount of memory required to complete the analysis. Given this computational
burden, we mainly used the ANSYS model to perform 3D elastic analyses; moreover, the
extent of local stresses at the anchorage blocks of the post-tensioning systems and at other
critical parts of the structure were estimated.
2.4.2 1D FE model
Owing to the drawbacks of the 3D ANSYS model, the 1D model was then selected
for non-linear simulations accounting for: i) the construction stages of the viaduct; ii)
its geometry; iii) the prestress loadings; iv) the tension losses; v) and major maintenance
work. Accordingly, we describe herein the main input data for the FE formulation
anticipated in Subsection 2.2.2.
As depicted in Figure 2.10, we divided the box girder into 48 segments. Hence, 49
nodes, with three DoFs per node, characterize the 1D FE model, for a total number of
147 DoFs against the 260000 DoFs of the 3D model. In order to take into account the
exact assembly of the segments and the change of constraint configuration, we redefine
the geometric input data at each time step within the interval 0 days (start of construction
on May 1969) to 731 days (end of construction on May 1971), with a time-step size equal
to 1 day. After the construction end, the static configuration of the box girder was left
unchanged. Thus as depicted in Figure 2.3(a), the final configuration of each single box
girder consists of a roller at Pier #7 and a pin at Pier #8.
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Figure 2.10: Discretization of the box girder under exam.
Other important input data provide information about the number of upper and lower
pretensioning cables, the homogenized area, the homogenized moment of inertia, and
the volume-to-surface ratio at each cross section of mesh; all assigned according to the
technical reports of Autostrada del Brennero SpA. In detail, the area andmoment of inertia
are two fundamental quantities for the determination of the element stiffness operator
ke , whereas the volume-to-surface ratio is utilized to compute the drying compliance
of Model B3. All additional information useful for estimating the five parameters of
Model B3 through Equations (2.5), i.e. cement content, aggregate content, water content,
environmental relative humidity, and othermechanical properties ofmaterials, are directly
included into theMATLAB code. As previously discussed, we reassigned these geometric
input data, i.e. number of cables, area, moment of inertia, and volume-to-surface ratio,
at each time step within the first 731 days and during the last maintenance work in 2014.
For instance, Table 2.4 collects geometric input data and information about the Model
B3 parameters at Pier #8, where ’o’ indicates the characteristics of the old concrete
C35/45 and ’n’ indicates the characteristics of the new layer of concrete C45/55 added
at the top of the upper slab during the last maintenance work (2014). In addition, it is
important to underline that we set the final values of Model B3 parameters through a
proper calibration process; it was accomplished by varying the main quantities related
to shrinkage phenomena, i.e. relative humidity and volume-to-surface ratio. Since they
are taken into account by parameter q5, it affected the most the creep response of the
structure.
Both the dead loads and the prestress loads were assigned at each time step. A total
of 1373 time steps were assigned until year 2040, in terms of bending moment M and
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Table 2.4: Geometrical characteristics and Model B3 parameters of the cross section at
Pier#8, where ’o’ indicates the characteristics of old concrete and ’n’ indicates the
characteristics of the new layer of concrete.
Characteristics of the cross section at Pier #8
Cross section depth 10.80 m
Upper slab width 11.00 m
Lower slab width 6.00 m
Upper slab thickness 0.26 m
New upper slab thickness 0.09 m
Lower slab thickness 0.99 m
Lateral slab thickness 0.40 m
Number of upper cables 260
Number of lower cables 0
Homogenized area 18.13 m2
Homogenized inertia 340.43 m4
Volume-to-surface ratio (o) 0.22 m
Volume-to-surface ratio (n) 0.09 m
q1,o 19.33 "
q2,o 143.90 "
q3,o 1.07 "
q4,o 9.22 "
q5,o 323.47 "
q1,n 17.41 "
q2,n 101.43 "
q3,n 0.75 "
q4,n 6.99 "
q5,n 304.79 "
concentrated force P. Table 2.5 reports the load history of the cross section at Pier #8
relative to the dates of main interventions. Moreover, in order to guarantee the compati-
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Table 2.5: Load history at Pier #8 during main interventions.
Date M[kN m] P[kN]
15/05/1971  8.66 · 105 1.09 · 105
15/03/1988  7.06 · 105 9.94 · 105
24/11/2014  7.60 · 105 9.64 · 105
04/10/2015  7.60 · 105 1.40 · 105
bility of displacements between the old and new slab after the intervention of 2014, we
considered a horizontal force applied at the interface. We evaluated this horizontal force
by simply subtracting the increment of creep-shrinkage deformation of the new layer to
the increment of creep-shrinkage deformation of the old upper slab; then, we multiplied
this difference by the Young’s modulus and the cross section area of the new layer.
2.4.3 1D model validation and prediction
In this section, we discuss the validation of the 1DFE formulation through comparison
between field data and the simulated time-deflection profile. Moreover, we also present
the prediction made by the 1D model.
With regard to model validation, Figure 2.11 depicts the deflection trend at cross
section A of Figure 2.3(a), from the construction of the viaduct in 1969 up to 2016.
The first part of the simulation curve is characterized by a slope very similar to the one
acquired by dumpy level measurements. We can also observe a high level of accuracy
in reproducing the elastic recoveries during the two maintenance interventions, in 1988
and 2014, respectively. A slight deviation between field data and the FE model occurs
from 1989 to 1996; however, this mismatch vanishes a few years after 1996. Overall, we
estimated a RMSE equal to 5.7 % between the results of 1D FE model and measured field
data. Therefore, it is evident that the proposed FE model can capture the past behavior of
the viaduct with a favorable accuracy.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between 1D FE model predictions and field data of
time-deflection profile relevant to cross section A of Figure 2.3(a).
The comparison between field andmodel data during the last maintenancework can be
better appreciated in Figure 2.12; more precisely, deflection values decrease in sign before
the post-tensioning ofNovember 2014 and increase afterwards, at a rate of 7mm/year from
December 2014 to September 2016. Obviously, this deflection increase will reduce over
the years due to both tension losses and reduction in the differential shrinkage between
top and bottom slabs. As a result, the 1D FE model predicts a horizontal configuration of
cross-section A around November 2025 with a limited decrease up to 2040. The relevant
FE analysis from 1969 to 2040 requires 8 hours, with an 8-core desktop machine, 32 GB
of RAM and 2.10 GHz of CPU frequency.
It is then evident that the 1D model requires a lower computational effort than the
model involved in the ANSYS 3D analysis, briefly described in Subsection 2.4.1. The
relevant main reasons are: i) the reduced number of DoFs; ii) the integration method
used to compute creep strains; and iii) the time-step size required for the analysis. In
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Figure 2.12: Deflection effects after the intervention of 2014 and prediction until 2040
relevant to cross section A of Figure 2.3(a).
fact, as most of commercial software, ANSYS software evaluates the creep strain "crn
through the backward Euler method performing an iteration process at each time step n,
as summarized in Table 2.3 On the other hand, no iteration process is required in the
proposed 1D formulation, mainly because of the linearity of the problem and the update
of both L and g, see Equation (2.14), at each time step. In addition, the 1D formulation
allows for the use of larger time steps than the backward Euler method, guaranteeing
accurate results nonetheless. Another limitation of the backward Euler method regards
its accuracy, which depends on the time-step and the convergence ratio of the fixed point
iterations. Conversely, the accuracy of the 1D FE formulation also depends on the order
of the chosen time shape functions collected inM¹tº of Equation (2.10). In other words,
if we perform 1D and 3D analyses with the same time-step size, the choice of higher order
shape functions in the 1Dmodel can guarantee a better accuracy. Moreover, the presented
1D FE model, implemented in MATLAB and based on the energetic formulation pre-
sented in Subsection 2.2.2 seems to be particularly effective for the simulation of the Colle
Isarco viaduct, including its history. Notwithstanding that, the proposed model neglects
shear deformations, which is acceptable considering the slenderness of the structure, i.e.
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the incidence of bending deformations.
2.5 Development of a decision support system
In this section, we propose a general scheme of DSS for the Colle Isarco viaduct,
in which information coming from the 1D FE model are also involved. As depicted in
Figure 2.13, the proposed DSS consists of two main parts: i) Bayesian logic (Sivia and
Skilling, 2006; Bolstad, 2010; Han et al., 2017) to compute probabilities of structural
states that may occur; and ii) axiomatic Expected Utility Theory (EUT) (Schlaifer and
Raiffa, 1961; Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 2007) to identify economically optimal
choices. To the best of authors’ knowledge, no DSS based on EUT has yet been proposed
for everyday use in the field of civil engineering. Indeed, a recent publication by Faber and
Maes (2008) pointed out a number of issues arising when optimal decision-making has
to be implemented in real-life settings for management of structures and infrastructures.
Conversely, DSSs already operational in the real life can be found in fields of medicine
and finance (Mussi, 2004; Sauter, 2014), as the probabilities of different scenarios and
the financial consequences can be easily assessed.
The DDS proposed herein takes as inputs four variables:
• The most recent SHM measurements, y, which, in our case, are the displacements
from the total stations, the strains from the FOSs and the temperatures from the
PT100 sensors;
• the prior probability p¹º of the parameters  that define the structural state, i.e.
Young’s modulus of concrete, initial prestress and relative humidity;
• the prior probability p¹Sº of possible structural conditions, i.e. ’pristine’ and
’damaged’; iv. the costs C corresponding to each possible event, i.e. costs of using
a damaged structure -including indirect costs- and costs of inspection.
The DSS contains a Bayesian inference module and a decision-analysis module. In order
to calculate the probability p¹S jyº of each possible state of the viaduct, given the updated
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observations y, the former module implements a numerical Bayesian inference such as
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Cappello et al., 2015) and Monte Carlo importance
sampling (Evans and Swartz, 1995). In order to identify the economically optimal choice
aopt for the detected structural behavior, the decision-analysis module takes into account
costs C (Cappello et al., 2016). Typical choices to be considered are: ’do nothing’, ’close
the bridge’ and ’send an inspector’. The optimal action aopt corresponds to the maximum
expected utility, calculated by applying the EUT axioms.
In this framework, the 1D FE model proposed in Subsection 2.4.2 is used to train
the Bayesian inference module depicted in Figure 2.13. The objective of the Bayesian
module is to identify which structural condition S -’pristine’ or ’damaged’- agrees with
the measurements best; therefore, it must contain the response predicted by the FE model
in both conditions. During training, the structural behavior is simulated using the FE
model for different realizations of structural condition S and for different realizations
of state parameters . The need to perform a number of simulations that is significant
from a statistical viewpoint made it necessary to develop an extremely efficient structural
model. Straub (2014) estimated that 102 to 103 simulations are required to accurately
calculate structural reliability. Relevant simulation results are stored in a lookup table,
which provides the structural response of the viaduct for the realizations of S and  not
considered during training. The use of a lookup table reduces the execution time of the
Bayesian inference algorithm within the DSS, and therefore, expedites the identification
of the optimal action aopt that is recommended to the bridge manager.
2.6 Conclusions and future perspectives
In this paper, we have presented the conception and development of effective FE-
based tools to model, in general, segmental prestressed concrete box girders susceptible
to creep and, in particular, the significant Colle Isarco viaduct. We have also shown the
recordings from the structural health monitoring system recently installed on the viaduct,
thus highlighting its key role in both model validation and interpretation of the structural
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Figure 2.13: The architecture of the decision support system.
behavior of the viaduct.
Two different FE models of the Colle Isarco viaduct were presented, both based on
the creep constitutive law proposed by Bazant and co-workers. The first is a 3D FE
model developed in a commercial software, utilized to perform elastic analyses only, due
to the excessive simulation time required to perform creep analyses. The second is a 1D
FE model conceived through an energetic formulation for linear viscoelastic problems,
used to estimate the deflection trend at the tip of the longest cantilever, from viaduct
construction in 1969 up to 2040. Unlike the 3D FE model, the 1D FE formulation
relies on an extension of the classical total potential energy and is particularly convenient
for accomplishing creep analyses mainly due to its reduced run time. Furthermore, it
simulates the past behavior of the viaduct with a good level of accuracy and provides
a satisfactory prediction of its long-term behavior up to 2040, with a clear change in
the deflection trend at the end of 2025. The results of the 1D FE model were validated
using both field data from the old dumpy level acquisition method until 2013 and from
the new structural health monitoring system, afterwards. Moreover, the structural health
monitoring system not only provides accurate and reliable data for validation of the
proposed 1D FE model, but also successfully records the response of the viaduct during
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the last maintenance work in 2014.
The obvious exploitation of both the 1DFEmodel andmonitoring field data, presented
above as an effective tool for future risk estimation and viaduct management, is their use
into the context of Bayesian inference for the implementation of an efficient decision
support system. Finally, further run time savings can be achieved in the 1D FE model by
parallelizing the algorithm solution for different load applications and by replacing the
5-parameter Bazant model creep constitutive law with three parameters fractional-based
real-order operators.
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2.A Pseudocode for the FE formulation
In this appendix, we summarize the FE viscoelastic formulation presented in Subsec-
tion 2.2.2 by means of the following pseudocode.
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
INPUTs
nodes = coordinates of each mesh node;
elements = mechanical and geometrical properties of elements;
loads = load applied at each mesh node;
t0 = initial time instant;
tf = final time instant;
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Initialize:
kgl = global stiffness operator;
f = global load vector;
L = extended stiffness operator;
g = extended vector of equivalent nodal forces;
for i=1:nel % loop over elements
compute the element stiffness operator kel;
assemble into global stiffness operator kgl;
end
set GE! number of Gauss points for external integration;
choose coordinates t and weights w within the time interval [t0,tf ];
for j=1:GE
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initialize Hgl;
for i=1:nel
compute:
RB3¹t¹jº, t0º;
M¹t0º;
G = ¹GB3¹t¹jº, t0ºGB3¹t0, t0ºº M¹t0º;
set GI! number of Gauss points for internal integration;
choose coordinates tt and weights ww within the time interval [t¹jº,t0];
for x=1:GI
compute:
GB3¹t¹jº, tt¹xºº;
dM ! derivative vector;
G = G + ww¹xº  ¹GB3¹t¹jº, tt¹xººGB3¹t0, t0ºº  dM;
end
compute the element relaxation operator Hel;
assemble into global relaxation operator Hgl;
end
g = g + w¹jº  ¹Hglº0  ¹kglnf º;
L = L + w¹jº  ¹Hglº0  ¹kglnHglº;
end
compute the time DoFs vector  = Lng;
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
OUTPUT
 = DoFs vector of the assembled structure;
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Chapter 3
A fractional-order model for aging materials: An application to
concrete
by Angela Beltempo, Massimiliano Zingales, Oreste S. Bursi, and Luca Deseri
Abstract
In this paper, the hereditariness of aging materials is modeled within the framework
of fractional calculus of variable order. A relevant application is made for the long-term
behavior of concrete, for which the creep function is evaluated with the aid of Model B3.
The corresponding relaxation function is derived through the Volterra iterated kernels
and a comparison with the numerically-obtained relaxation function of Model B3 is also
reported. The proposed fractional hereditary aging model (FHAM) for concretes leads to
a relaxation function that fully agrees with the well-established Model B3. Furthermore,
the FHAM takes full advantage of the formalism of fractional-order calculus to yield
semi-analytic expressions in terms of material parameters.
Keywords: variable-order fractional calculus; fractional aging concrete; concrete
relaxation; concrete creep; RILEM database; fractional hereditary aging materials..
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3.1 Introduction
The study of the time-dependent behavior of materials is a crucial issue in structural
engineering. Such a feature is often encountered since one of the main assumptions of
the structural analysis, i.e. the elasticity of materials, is not fulfilled in nature. Indeed,
real-type materials show a mechanical behavior in terms of strain/stress that depends on
the previously experienced stress/strain histories, and this behavior is usually observed
by means of creep and relaxation tests (Flügge, 2013). Both phenomena, i.e. creep and
relaxation, are exhibited by several materials, like rubbers, polymers, collagens, concretes,
but over different durations, i.e. some hours for polymers, a few minutes for collagen
structures, and many years for concretes.
In the context of linear viscoelasticity, themost common approach used to describe the
mechanical behavior of materials consists in providing the so-called rheological models
(Drozdov, 1998), where eachmodel element represents a basic feature of the material, e.g.
the spring indicates the elastic response, the dashpot describes the viscous response, and
so on. Hence, the time-dependent behavior of materials is illustrated by a specific arrange-
ment of the aforementioned elements, like the well-known Kelvin-Voigt, Maxwell, and
Zener models. Furthermore, this approach leads to a time-dependent behavior expressed
as a linear combination of exponential functions, which are characterized by parameters
obtained through a best-fitting procedure with experimental data (Christensen, 2012).
However, the major drawback of using exponential functions is that the obtained time-
dependent model often yields negative values of the relevant physical parameters that,
instead, must be intrinsically positive. This problem was solved at the middle of the
last century by introducing the so-called spring-pot element (Blair, 1949), which is a
two-parameters element that can be reverted to a spring or to a viscous element by as-
signing specific values to the relevant parameters (Mainardi, 1997). In a greater detail,
the time-dependent behavior of the spring-pot corresponds to a power law characterized
by a real exponent 0   < 1 and a dimensional-force constant.
Power laws describe in an excellent way the time-dependent behavior of polymers
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(Nutting, 1921; Gemant, 1938), biocomposites (Cataldo et al., 2015), and biological
tissues (Deseri et al., 2013; Magin et al., 2013). In addition, the use of power laws in
combination with the linear superposition theorem (Boltzmann, 1878; Volterra, 1959)
leads to the description of the mechanical behavior of several materials by the so-called
fractional order integrals and derivatives (Mainardi, 2010; Podlubny, 1998). Basically,
these operators represent the generalization of the classical integer-order operators to the
case of the real-order differentiation/integration. Another important aspect of fractional-
order operators is that they aremathematicallywell defined (Samko et al., 1987); moreover,
they can be defined as a non-euclidean measure of Sobolev spaces (Bongiorno, 2004).
Some relationships between the order of differentiation/integration and the topological
dimension of the underlying set were also provided (Alaimo and Zingales, 2015; Butera
and Di Paola, 2015; Bongiorno and Corrao, 2015a,b).
Fractional-order calculus was also introduced to capture the time-dependent behavior
of non-aging concrete beams (Di Paola and Granata, 2016). However, since the mechan-
ical properties of concrete significantly change after many decades from its casting, for
an accurate prediction of the long-term behavior of this material, the aging phenomenon
cannot be neglected.
The study of the time-dependent phenomena exhibited by concrete structures repre-
sents one of the most challenging issue in the field of linear viscoelasticity; indeed, the
time-dependent behavior of concrete is influenced by several factors, such as shrinkage,
drying, temperature, humidity, pore sizes (Bažant and Prasannan, 1989), and additional
long-termeffects involved in presence of prestress (Bažant et al., 2012;Deseri et al., 2014b;
Beltempo et al., 2018). Thus, a precise prediction of the concrete time-dependent behav-
ior is still a matter of debate among researchers (Goel et al., 2007). As a consequence,
technical codes propose different models on this matter, which find their experimental
bases on the RILEM database for data of concrete specimens and structures (Bažant and
Li, 2008; RILEM, 2016). The theoretical assumptions are instead borrowed from the so-
called Model B3 (Bažant and Baweja, 2000), which consists of five parameters, mainly
expressed as functions of the cement content, the age when drying begins, the material
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strength, the environmental conditions, and the geometrical properties. Furthermore,
Model B3 accounts for creep and drying simultaneously that represents a crucial aspect
for a correct prediction of the material long-term behavior, and several contributions have
been provided in the relevant scientific literature (Pickett, 1942; Bažant et al., 1997).
In some simplified approaches the so-called aging coefficient is introduced, such as the
Age-Adjusted Effective Modulus method (AAEM), which is widely used by researchers
and practitioners due to its satisfactory results (Bažant, 1972; Bažant and Kim, 1979).
However, the main drawback related to approximate approaches, like the AAEM, is the
lack of thermodynamical consistency: in particular, no relations between stiffness and
compliance exist. In this regard, a possible approach to relate aging-dependent creep and
relaxation was presented in Bažant et al. (2013) by resorting to approximate formula-
tions and reducing the functional class of the aging relaxation. The proposed relaxation
function, however, is not related to the relevant creep function through the fundamental
relationship of linear viscoelasticity (Flügge, 2013). Hence, the mathematical consistency
of the approach in Bažant et al. (2013) is not guaranteed.
In this paper, a constitutive model within the framework of fractional calculus is pro-
posed, which turns out to be thermodynamically and mathematically consistent. In other
words, the obtained material response can uniquely describe both creep and relaxation
phenomena and satisfies the fundamental Volterra’s relationship of linear viscoelasticity.
Moreover, the proposed constitutive model is conceived for any aging material and, since
the constitutive behavior of concrete is quite complex among such solids, it is here ap-
plied to the study of the long-term response of concrete. More precisely, we introduce a
specific form of material aging by means of a three-parameter model, which corresponds
to a viscoelastic model characterized by fractional operators of variable order (Lorenzo
and Hartley, 2002). The aging functions of the model are derived for concretes through
a best-fitting procedure with the RILEM database data. The obtained creep and relax-
ation functions fully comply with the aforementionedmathematical and thermodynamical
consistencies and are compared against the five-parameters Model B3 functions, thereby
resulting in an effective model for the description of the time-dependent behavior of aging
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materials.
This paper is organized as follows: we report some general definitions of material
aging hereditariness in Section 3.2; in Section 3.3, we introduce the fractional-order ag-
ing hereditariness; and, in Section 3.4, we propose a fractional-hereditary aging model
(FHAM) with a relevant application to concrete structures. Main conclusions are sum-
marized in Section 3.5 with further developments.
3.2 Preliminary remarks on material aging hereditariness
The constitutive behavior of materials in long-standing mechanical tests is described
by means of the well-known creep and relaxation functions, dubbed J¹tº andG¹tº, respec-
tively. The linear superposition applied to a generic stress/strain history, namely ¹º and
"¹º with   t , yields,
"¹tº =
¹ t
0
J¹t   º · d¹º =
¹ t
0
J¹t   º · Û¹ºd (3.1a)
¹tº =
¹ t
0
G¹t   º · d"¹º =
¹ t
0
G¹t   º · Û"¹ºd. (3.1b)
Both expressions indicate the Boltzman superposition, where with the following notation
Ûf ¹tº = df ¹tºdt we denote the increment of the generic function f ¹tº and, in the case under
investigation (3.1), the increment of the history of stress ¹tº and strain "¹tº.
The convolution integrals in Equations (3.1) are completely described as we introduce
the functional class of creep and relaxation functions with the aid of experimental data.
Creep and relaxation functions characterize the material behavior and they must satisfy
the conjugation relation J^¹sºG^¹sº = 1s2, where s indicates the Laplace parameter and
»^f ¹sº¼ = L»f ¹tº¼ the Laplace transform of the generic function f ¹tº.
However, Equations (3.1) refer to hereditary materials, which do not show any degra-
dation/improvement of their mechanical characteristics during their service life. Thus, the
behavior of hereditarymaterials only depends on the loading duration, ¹t t0º, but does not
depend on the material age, when the constant stress/strain is applied, t0. Conversely, sev-
eral materials, like structural concretes, rubbers and polymers under photo-degradation,
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show a significant change of their mechanical properties over time. In such a context,
i.e. aging-dependent materials, the structural behavior depends on both the material
age, t0, when a stress/strain history begins, and the time occurred from the stress/strain
application, ¹t   t0º. This composed behavior is defined in literature as the aging hered-
itariness of materials (Jirásek and Bazant, 2002) and, under the assumption of the linear
superposition, it may be characterized by the so-called creep function, Jc¹t , t0º, as well as
by the relaxation function, Gs¹t , t0º. The creep function represents the strain undergone
by the specimen due to an unitary stress applied at the time instant t0, i.e. ¹t0º = 1.
Furthermore, Jc¹t , t0º is a function of two separate variables, t and t0, with t  t0. A
similar consideration holds true for the relaxation function, which measures the stress at
the generic time instant t due to an applied unitary strain at t0, "¹t0º = 1, with t  t0.
The constitutive equations for aging materials read,
"¹tº =
¹ t
0
Jc¹t , º · d¹º =
¹ t
0
Jc¹t , º · Û¹ºd (3.2a)
¹tº =
¹ t
0
Gs¹t , º · d"¹º =
¹ t
0
Gs¹t , º · Û"¹ºd, (3.2b)
where we assume that both stress (3.2a) and strain (3.2b) histories are sufficiently smooth
functions so that the Stieltjes integrals in (3.2) revert to the standard Riemann integrals in
terms of functions Û¹tº and Û"¹tº.
Creep-compliance and stiffness-relaxation functions are related by means of (3.2),
yielding the first theorem of the linear aging hereditariness (Bažant, 1972) as,
Jc¹t , t0ºGs¹t0, t0º +
¹ t
t0
Jc¹t , º@Gs¹, t0º
@
d = 1. (3.3)
This latter relationship is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind for the creep
function Jc¹t , t0º. More precisely, Equation (3.3) yields the creep function as wemeasured
the relaxation function, Gs¹t , t0º, for different couples of time instants ¹t , t0º. However,
the knowledge of the relaxation function is not so common in structural engineering,
since the relaxation function should be obtained through field experiments on existing
structures.
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On the other hand, field measures allow for the estimation of the creep function,
Jc¹t , t0º, so that the corresponding relaxation function, Gs¹t , t0º, can be obtained from the
second theorem of the linear aging hereditariness as,
Gs¹t , t0ºJc¹t0, t0º +
¹ t
t0
Gs¹t , º@Jc¹, t0º
@
d = 1. (3.4)
This represents a Volterra integral equation of the second kind for the relaxation function,
as we specify the time instant t0 corresponding to the application of the strain history
"¹tº = U¹t   t0º, with U¹ · º the unit-step function.
In order to obtain an analytical expression of the relaxation function, we solve Equation
(3.4) by means of the iterated-kernels method (Tricomi, 1957), yielding the following
sequence,
G¹1ºs ¹t , t0º =
1
Jc¹t0, t0º , (3.5a)
G¹2ºs ¹t , t0º =
1
Jc¹t0, t0º

1  
¹ t
t0
@Jc¹, t0º
@
G¹1ºs ¹t , ºd

, (3.5b)
........
G¹k ºs ¹t , t0º =
1
Jc¹t0, t0º

1  
¹ t
t0
@Jc¹, t0º
@
G¹k 1ºs ¹t , ºd

, (3.5c)
........
In passing, we observe that both the first and second theorem of the linear aging heredi-
tariness revert to the well-known equation in the Laplace domain, i.e. J^¹sºG^¹sº = 1s2,
as hereditary materials are considered, Jc¹t , t0º = J¹t   t0º and Gs¹t , t0º = G¹t   t0º.
3.3 The fractional-hereditary aging materials
The study of the aging hereditariness of materials is highly influenced by the choice
of the creep function, Jc¹t , t0º, as well as the choice of the relaxation function, Gs¹t , t0º,
as shown in Equations (3.2a) and (3.2b).
In the context of the non-aging hereditariness of materials, a power-law representation
of creep and relaxation functions, i.e. J¹tº and G¹tº, were introduced at the beginning of
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the last century (Nutting, 1921),
J¹tº = 1
C ¹ + 1º t
 (3.6a)
G¹tº = C
 ¹1   º t
 , (3.6b)
where  ¹ · º is the well-known Euler-Gamma function, 0   < 1 and C , a positive
real number, are material parameters that may be estimated through a best-fitting proce-
dure with experimental data (Di Paola et al., 2011; Mino et al., 2016). Straightforward
manipulations show that the power-law functional class chosen for the definition of both
creep and relaxation functions, as in Equations (3.6), satisfies the conjugation relation.
By substituting Equations (3.6) into (3.1) we obtain,
"¹tº = 1
C ¹ + 1º
¹ t
0
¹t   º Û¹ºd = 1
C ¹º
¹ t
0
¹t   º 1¹ºd =
=
1
C

I
0+


¹tº =

I
0+
~"

¹tº (3.7a)
¹tº = C
 ¹1   º
¹ t
0
¹t   º  Û"¹ºd = C

D
0+
"

¹tº =

D
0+
~

¹tº (3.7b)
that represent the generalization of the well-known Riemann integral and Leibniz deriva-
tive of non-integer orders (Podlubny, 1998). Moreover, ~"¹tº = ¹tºC and ~¹tº = "¹tºC
are sets of instantaneous values of strain and stress, involved in the absence of the material
hereditariness.
The use of power laws and, as a consequence, of fractional-order operators is usually
referred, in a rheological context, to the spring-pot element. The spring-pot is a one-
dimensional element that is defined by means of two parameters, i.e. C and , with C a
positive real number and 0   < 1, where  is representative of the differentiation order.
More precisely, a simple spring corresponds to  = 0 and
df
dt
=
d0f
dt0
= f ; whilst, case of
 = 1 corresponds to a first order derivative, i.e.
df
dt
=
df
dt
= f 0, which is a Newtonian
rheological element. The three cases of a spring, a spring-pot and a Newtonian element
are depicted in Figure 3.1, where Ec indicates the Young’s modulus and  the viscous
coefficient.
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0 < β < 1
σ(t)
σ(t)
σ(t)
β = 0
β = 1
σ(t) = Ecǫ(t)
σ(t) = Cβ
(
D
β
0+
ǫ
)
(t)
σ(t) = µ _ǫ(t)
Figure 3.1: Representation of a spring element  = 0, a spring-pot element 0 <  < 1,
and a Newtonian element  = 1.
The fractional-order hereditariness of materials has been related to appropriate me-
chanical models (Di Paola and Zingales, 2012; Di Paola et al., 2013b; Deseri et al.,
2014a), as well as to the fractal distribution of the material microstructure (Deseri et al.,
2013). Despite of the fractional-calculus success in describing the constitutive behavior
of hereditary materials (Deseri et al., 2014b), the presence of the material aging has never
been accounted for.
In order to fill this gap, we assume that the material aging is described through the
variation over time of the coefficients C ! C¹t0º and  ! ¹t0º. In this setting, we
assume that the creep function is expressed as,
Jc¹t , t0º = ¹t   t0º
¹t0º
C¹t0º ¹¹t0º + 1º (3.8)
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and by substituting (3.8) into Equation (3.2a) we obtain,
"¹tº =
¹ t
0
¹t   º¹º
C¹º ¹¹º + 1º Û¹ºd =
=
¹ t
0
¹t   º¹º
 ¹¹º + 1º
Û~"¹ºd +
¹ t
0
¹t   º¹º
 ¹¹º + 1º
ÛC¹º
C¹º ~"¹ºd =
=  
¹ t
0
 ¹t   º¹º
 ¹¹º + 1º2

ln¹t   º ¹1 + ¹ºº    0¹1 + ¹ºº

~"¹ºd+
+
¹ t
0
"
¹t   º¹º 1
 ¹¹ºº +
¹t   º¹º
 ¹¹º + 1º
ÛC¹º
C¹º
#
~"¹ºd =

I¹tº
0+
~"

¹tº + ~"r ¹tº,
(3.9)
where we use the usual chain rule of differentiation and we introduce a rate-dependent
field ~"r ¹tº, described by the latter term in Equation (3.9). The first term in Equation (3.9)
is the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order  = ¹º (Lorenzo and Hartley,
2002; Valério and Da Costa, 2011), as reported in Appendix 3.B. Incidentally, we observe
that, as we assign constant values to  and C , the well-know fractional hereditary model
is obtained as in Equation (3.6a).
The relaxation function corresponding to the presented fractional-order creep function
(3.8) is provided by the iterated-kernels method (3.5).
A constitutive equation, formally similar to (3.9), may also be provided by assuming
that the fractional-hereditary aging material is characterized by a relaxation function with
the following form,
Gs¹t , t0º = ¹t   t0º
 ¹t0º
 ¹¹t0ºº C¹t0º. (3.10)
The latter yields the following expression of the stress,
¹tº =
¹ t
0
¹t   º ¹º
 ¹¹ºº C¹º Û"¹ºd =
¹ t
0
¹t   º ¹º
 ¹¹ºº
Û~¹ºd+
 
¹ t
0
¹t   º ¹º
 ¹¹ºº
ÛC¹º
C¹º ~¹ºd =

D¹tº
0+
~

¹tº   ~r ¹tº,
(3.11)
where the additional contribution relevant to the evaluation of the material parameters up
to the time instant t is actually involved.
In the next section, variable-order fractional calculus is used to deal with the aging
hereditariness of concrete by means of a three-parameters model.
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3.4 The fractional-aging hereditariness of concrete
In this section, we aim to formulate a constitutive model for the aging hereditariness
of concrete within the formalism of the fractional-order calculus presented in Section 3.3.
In this regard, we observe that a fractional-order constitutive model for the hereditariness
of concrete was recently proposed by Di Paola and Granata (2016). It was shown, indeed,
that, for fixed values of the aging time t0, a precise representation of the creep function
and the relaxation function is achieved by means of power laws as t and t  , respectively.
In order to derive the Fractional-Hereditary Aging Model (FHAM), we first present
Model B3, one of the most widely used viscoelastic models for prestressed concrete struc-
tures. Then, in Subsection 3.4.2 we illustrate the FHAM creep function and we define its
three aging terms through a best-fitting procedure withModel B3. A numerical procedure
for the evaluation of the FHAM relaxation function is also proposed in Subsection 3.4.2
and interesting comparisons between Model B3 and the proposed FHAM are reported in
Subsection 3.4.3.
3.4.1 The aging hereditariness of concrete: Model B3
Several experimental studies reported since the beginning of eighties (Bažant and Pan-
ula, 1980; Bažant and Wittmann, 1982) show that a significant evolution of the material
hereditariness is involved for concrete specimens and structures. These latter consider-
ations led to the introduction of the Model B3 (Bažant and Baweja, 2000) conceived to
capture the aging hereditariness of concrete as,
JB ¹t , t0º = q1 + C0¹t , t0º + Cd¹t , t0, t 00º, (3.12)
where JB ¹t , t0º is the creep function of Model B3, in which q1 is the instantaneous strain
due to a unitary stress,C0¹t , t0º is the compliance function for basic creep (creep at constant
moisture content and no moisture movement through the material) and Cd¹t , t0, t 0º is an
additional compliance function due to the simultaneous drying starting at time t 0. Then,
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the full expressions of C0¹t , t0º and Cd¹t , t0, t 0º read as follows:
C0¹t , t0º = q2Q¹t , t0º + q3ln»1 + ¹t   t0ºn¼ + q4ln¹tt0º (3.13a)
Cd¹t , t0, t 0º = q5

exp f 8H¹tºg   exp  8H¹t 00º	12 , (3.13b)
where q2, q3, and q4 represent the aging viscoelastic compliance, the non-aging viscoelas-
tic compliance and the flow compliance, respectively (Bažant et al., 1997). Moreover,
Q¹t , t0º can be calculated either using an approximate explicit formula or by means of
a numerical integration of its time derivative, whereas t 00 = max¹t0, t 0º is the time at
which drying and loading first act simultaneously. It is worth noting that the expression
of Cd (3.13) is valid if t  t 00, otherwise Cd = 0. With regard to the five parameters,
they can be determined by means of a statistical analysis or through the following expres-
sions: q1 = 0.6 · 106E28, q2 = 185.4c0.5f 0.9c , q3 = 0.29¹wcº4q2, q4 = 20.3¹acº 0.7,
q5 = 7.57 · 105f 1c j"sh1 j 0.6. All the formulas above are given in SI (metrics) units
(MPa,m). In addition, E28 is the Young’s modulus at 28 days, c is the cement con-
tent, fc is the standard cylinder compression strength of concrete at 28 days, wc is the
water-cement ratio, ac is the aggregate-cement ratio, and "sh1 is the mean shrinkage
strain.
An attentive exam of (3.12) entails that the creep function of Model B3 depends on
both the loading time t0 and the elapsed time ¹t   t0º. Thus, the aging nature of Model B3
is also evident in Figure 3.2, where the value of JB ¹10000, t0º decreases by an increase
of t0. For further details about Model B3, the interested readers may refer to Bažant and
Baweja (2000).
Regarding the relaxation function of Model B3, Bažant et al. (2013) proposes an
approximate formula that prevents any violation of the thermodynamic requirement of
negativeness. Furthermore, this formula can be utilized to describe long-term relaxation
phenomena even in concretes loaded at a young age. The expression of the aforementioned
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Figure 3.2: Creep function of Model B3 for different values of t0.
approximate formula follows, i.e.,
GB ¹t , t0º =
1
JB ¹t , t0º ·
26666641 +
c1¹t , t0ºJB ¹t , t0º
qJB ¹t , t   º
3777775
 q
, (3.14)
where c1 = 0.0119 · ln¹t0º + 0.08, ¹t , t0º = JB ¹
t + t0
2
, t0ºJB ¹t ,
t + t0
2
º   1, with q = 10
and  = 1. Thus, under the linear viscoelasticity hypothesis, the relaxation function of
Model B3 can be accurately estimated by the explicit formula (3.14), leading to an analyt-
ical expression of the stress ¹tº as function of the strain history and material properties.
Conversely, no analytical expression for ¹tº can be derived by numerically solving the
Volterra equation (Bažant, 1972).
3.4.2 The fractional-aging hereditariness of concrete
In this subsection, we aim to formulate the constitutive behavior of aging concretes
in the framework of variable-order fractional calculus. In this regard, we assume that
the creep function belongs to the same fractional class of (3.8) yielding the following
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σ(t)
Gβ(t0) Cβ(t0); β(t0)
Figure 3.3: Variable-order fractional Maxwell model.
expression.
JF ¹t , t0º = 1G¹t0º +
¹t   t0º¹t0º
C¹t0º ¹¹t0º + 1º , (3.15)
where the creep function JF ¹t , t0º depends on both the elapsed time ¹t   t0º and the
material age t0, as expected from a model describing the concrete aging hereditariness.
Moreover, it corresponds to the definition of a rheological model consisting of a time-
varying spring and a variable-order fractional dashpot, as depicted in Figure 3.3. The
quantities C¹t0º, G¹t0º and ¹t0º are aging functions representative of the material
mechanical characteristics and environmental conditions. In particular, 1G¹t0º is the
time-dependent compliance of concrete, whereas, ¹t0º and C¹t0º are related to the
change of pore shapes and to the rearranging of the material microstructure during the
closed phase. The explicit expressions of functionsC¹t0º, ¹t0º andG¹t0º can be derived
through a best-fitting procedure with experimental data or in terms of an existing creep
function.
From the creep function in Equation (3.15), we can then obtain the analytical ex-
pression of the relaxation function GF ¹t , t0º by means of the iterated-kernels method, as
illustrated in Section 3.2. In this regard, we rewrite the Volterra integral equation (3.4) as
follows:
GF ¹t , t0º = 1JF ¹t0, t0º  
1
JF ¹t0, t0º
¹ t
t0
GF ¹t , º@JF ¹, t0º
@
d, (3.16)
where, according to Equation (3.15), the first partial derivative of the creep function takes
the following form:
@JF ¹, t0º
@
=
¹   t0º¹t0º 1
 ¹¹t0ººC¹t0º . (3.17)
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Then, through the application of the iterated-kernels method, we obtain the following
approximations for the relaxation function, and similar expressions, herein omitted for
brevity, can be derived for the successive kernels, i.e.:
G¹1ºF ¹t , t0º =
1
JF ¹t0, t0º = G¹t0º, (3.18a)
G¹2ºF ¹t , t0º =G¹t0º   G¹t0º
¹ t
t0
¹   t0º¹t0º 1
 ¹¹t0ººC¹t0ºG¹ºd, (3.18b)
G¹3ºF ¹t , t0º =G¹t0º   G¹t0º
¹ t
t0
¹   t0º¹t0º 1
 ¹¹t0ººC¹t0ºG¹ºd  
¹ t
t0
¹   t0º¹t0º 1
 ¹¹t0ººC¹t0º ·
·
¹ t

¹   º¹º 1
 ¹¹ººC¹ºG¹ºG¹ºd

d

, (3.18c)
........
It is then important to highlight that, to accurately estimate the relaxation phenomenon, a
large number of iterations is required, and this number increases with the size of the time
interval »t , t0¼. Moreover, due to the variable-order nature of Riemann-Liouville integrals
in (3.18), the composition property, illustrated in Appendix 3.B and used to reduce the
dimension of multiple integrals within the framework of fractional calculus, cannot be ap-
plied anymore. In order to solve this problem, we simplify the multiple integrals involved
into the iterated-kernels procedure by introducing the Grünwald-Letnikov approximation
(Podlubny, 1998). Thus, Equations (3.18b) and (3.18c) become:
G¹2ºF ¹t , t0º =G¹t0º  
G¹t0ºh¹t0º1
C¹t0º
 
n1Õ
r1=0
¹ 1ºr1
 ¹t0º
r1

G¹t0 + r1h1º
!
(3.19a)
G¹3ºF ¹t , t0º =G¹t0º  
G¹t0ºh¹t0º1
C¹t0º
" 
n1Õ
r1=0
¹ 1ºr1
 ¹t0º
r1

G¹t0 + r1h1º
!
+
 
 
n1Õ
r1=0
¹ 1ºr1
 ¹t0º
r1

G¹t0 + r1h1º
C¹t0 + r1h1ºh
¹t0+r1h1º
2 ·
·
 
n2Õ
r2=0
¹ 1ºr2
 ¹t0 + r1h1º
r2

G¹t0 + r1h1 + r2h2º
!!#
, (3.19b)
where ni indicates the number of subintervals used to approximate the generic fractional
integral, and hi represents the interval amplitude. For the sake of simplicity, we set a
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unique number of subintervals, i.e. n; thus, h1 = h2 = .. = hi = ¹t t0ºn = h, n2 = n r1,
n3 = n   r1   r2, n4 = n   r1   r2   r3, and so on.
A further simplification can be reached with the introduction of the following column
vector G with dimension ¹n + 1º:
G =

G¹t0º G¹t0 + hº    G¹t0 + nhº
T
= »g1 g2    gn+1¼T (3.20)
and the upper-diagonal matrix L with dimension ¹n + 1º  ¹n + 1º:
L =
266666666666664
h¹t0ºG ¹t0º
C ¹t0º ¹ 1º0
  ¹t0º
0
    h¹t0ºG ¹t0ºC ¹t0º ¹ 1ºn   ¹t0ºn 
. . .
...
h¹t0+nhºG ¹t0+nhº
C ¹t0+nhº ¹ 1º0
  ¹t0+nhº
0

377777777777775
. (3.21)
Moreover, we indicate the matrix product between the generic jth power of L andG with
the following notation:
L j ·G =
h
a j1 a
j
2    a jn+1
iT
. (3.22)
The notation introduced in (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) yields a compact definition of
iterated kernels in (3.18) as follows:
G¹1ºF ¹t , t0º =g1 (3.23a)
G¹2ºF ¹t , t0º =g1   a11 (3.23b)
G¹3ºF ¹t , t0º =g1  

a11   a21

(3.23c)
........
G¹k ºF ¹t , t0º =g1  
266664
k 1Õ
j=1
¹ 1ºj 1a j1
377775 , (3.23d)
where with k we indicate the k th approximation for the FHAM relaxation function that
we assume can accurately describe the relaxation phenomena.
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3.4.3 Derivation of the aging functions and model comparisons
In what follows, we illustrate the best-fitting procedure performed between the pro-
posed FHAM and the existing aging Model B3 by considering as free parameters , C
and G . The best fitting was referred to a specific concrete specimen and environmental
conditions. In particular, the mechanical characteristics, the relative humidity and the
geometry of the cross-section are summarized in Table 3.1. Hence, the five parameters
of Model B3 can be now computed: q1 = 19.33 · 10 6MPa; q2 = 116.32 · 10 6MPa;
q3 = 2.87 · 10 6MPa; q4 = 6.49 · 10 6MPa; q5 = 323.50 · 10 6MPa.
We perform the best-fitting procedure for a time window extended from t0 to 10000
days and by fulfilling the following physical conditions for a given t0: C a positive real
number, G a positive real number, and 0   < 1. Table 3.2 collects the results of the
best-fitting procedure, where a careful reader can observe that both  andC increase until
t0 = 8000 days, after that they start to decrease. Likewise, the parameter G increases
until t0 = 400 days, after that it is almost constant. From the results in Table 3.2, the
corresponding trends of , G , and C can be easily expressed as function of t0. As a
result, the expressions of ¹t0º, G¹t0º, and C¹t0º are depicted in Figures 3.4(a), 3.4(b),
3.4(c) and listed in (3.24a) (3.24b) (3.24c).
¹t0º =¹T2   t0º · f1 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T2º · f2 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T3º · f3 ¹t0º
  ¹t0   T3º · f2 ¹t0º (3.24a)
G¹t0º =¹T2   t0º · fG1 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T2º · f
G
2 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T3º · f
G
3 ¹t0º
  ¹t0   T3º · fG2 ¹t0º (3.24b)
C¹t0º =¹T4   t0º · fC1 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T4º · f
C
2 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T3º · f
C
3 ¹t0º
  ¹t0   T3º · fC2 ¹t0º, (3.24c)
where ¹ · º indicates the Heaviside step function and T1 = 10 days, T2 = 100 days,
T3 = 1000 days, T4 = 200 days.
In order to reduce percentage errors between approximate and real trends of the three
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Table 3.1: Mechanical and environmental conditions of a specimen chosen for the
best-fitting procedure.
fc - cylinder compression strength at 28 days »MPa¼ 43
E28 - Young modulus at 28 days »MPa¼ 31043
wc - water-cement ratio 0.54
ac - aggregate-cement ratio 5.10
c - cement content
h
kgm3
i
343.04
m - empirical parameter 0.5
n - empirical parameter 0.1
t0 - drying time »days¼ 7
RH - relative humidity »%¼ 60
ks - cross-section shape factor 1.25
VS - volume to surface ratio »cm¼ 15
parameters, three functions active in different time intervals are used to describe each
parameter. In particular, a second-degree function f1 ¹t0º is the best choice to fit the values
of  within the time interval »10, 100¼ days. Later on, two sixth-degree polynomials,
i.e. f2 ¹t0º and f3 ¹t0º, are selected to perform the best-fitting within »100, 1000¼ and
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Table 3.2: Values of , G , and C obtained through the best-fitting procedure.
t0  G C
10 0.199 27483.0 74753.76
100 0.247 47511.9 152988.32
200 0.282 47832.5 238684.18
400 0.317 48061.9 373440.96
600 0.337 47994.2 484741.42
800 0.350 47829.6 582564.53
1000 0.361 47636.2 670241.33
3000 0.406 46132.2 1354441.39
5000 0.427 45429.0 1986155.88
7000 0.437 45181.1 2565382.86
9500 0.392 45656.2 2266373.77
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»1000, 10000¼ days, respectively. Then, a logarithmic function fG1 ¹t0º is chosen to fit the
values of G within the interval »10, 100¼ days; afterwards two sixth-degree polynomials,
i.e. fG2 ¹t0º and f
G
3 ¹t0º, are selected for »100, 1000¼ and »1000, 10000¼ days. Regarding
the last parameter, C , a second-degree function f
C
1 ¹t0º is selected for the best-fitting
within »10, 200¼ days, whilst two sixth-degree polynomials, i.e. fC2 ¹t0º and f
C
3 ¹t0º, are
chosen for »200, 1000¼ and »1000, 10000¼ days. All functions used to describe ¹t0º,
G¹t0º, and C¹t0º are reported in Appendix 3.C.
Figure 3.5(a) depicts the comparison between the Model B3 creep function and the
FHAM creep function, both computed for a loading time of 10 days. The fractional-aging
model provides values of the creep function very similar to the values of the reference
model. For instance, at 11 days we compute the maximum percentage error of 5.6%.
There is also a high degree of matching in Figure 3.5(c), with the maximum percentage
error of 6.2% at 1001 days.
Another important comparison regards relaxation functions evaluated for different
loading times. In particular, to compute the FHAM relaxation function, we follow the
procedure described in Subsection 3.4.2 by setting n = 170 and k = 200; whilst, to
compute the relaxation function of Model B3, we use the improved approximate formula
proposed by Bažant et al. (2013) and illustrated in Subsection 3.4.1. Thus, Figures 3.6(a),
3.6(b), and 3.6(c) depict both the FHAM and Model B3 relaxation function for loading
ages t0 = 10, 100, and 1000 days, respectively. The fractional relaxation function is
plotted as dotted red line, whereas, the Model B3 relaxation function is plotted as thick
solid blue line. Moreover, the thin solid black line indicates our reference solution, i.e. the
relaxation function of Model B3 obtained by numerically solving the Volterra’s integral
as shown in Appendix of Bažant (1972). Overall, from the comparison of relaxation
functions, we conclude that the procedure proposed in Subsection 3.4.2 leads to values
of the relaxation function very close to the reference solution, especially for the case
of long-term relaxation beginning at ages t0 = 100 and 1000 days. Furthermore, the
approximate formula suggested by Bažant et al. (2013) resulted less accurate than the
proposed formula (3.23) for the evaluation of the structural response at the long term, i.e.
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(a) Trend of the parameter . (b) Trend of the parameter G .
(c) Trend of the parameter C .
Figure 3.4: Results of the best-fitting procedure with Model B3 creep function and
representations of functions ¹t0º, G¹t0º, and C¹t0º by means of the solid black line.
t = 10000 days.
3.5 Conclusions
In this paper we propose a novel fractional-order model for the characterization of the
hereditariness of aging materials.
More precisely, as discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, no fractional-order model avail-
able in literature is suitable to describe the degradation/improvement of mechanical char-
acteristics, which is a phenomenon typical in aging materials, like structural concretes,
rubbers and polymers under photo-degradation. Nonetheless, the use of fractional-order
models to describe both creep and relaxation phenomena can bring many advantages,
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(a) Comparison for t0 = 10 days.
(b) Comparison for t0 = 100 days.
(c) Comparison for t0 = 1000 days.
Figure 3.5: Comparisons between the Model B3 creep function and the FHAM creep
function for different values of the loading time t0.
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(c) Comparison for t0 = 1000 days.
Figure 3.6: Comparisons among the Model B3 relaxation function, the FHAM relaxation
function, and the reference solution, which was evaluated according to Bažant (1972).
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such as a more realistic description of creep/relaxation and computational savings for the
solution of the Volterra integral equation, as proven by many studies on material hered-
itariness. On these bases, in Section 3.4, we propose a fractional-order creep function
suitable for aging-hereditary materials, characterized by three aging terms, C¹t0º, ¹t0º
andG¹t0º, and an hereditary term function of the elapsed time ¹t  t0º. Moreover, consid-
ering an aging concrete, the inverse of G¹t0º describes the time-dependent compliance,
and both ¹t0º and C¹t0º are related to the change of pore shapes and to the rearranging
of the material microstructure. In Section 3.4, we also propose an effective procedure for
exactly deriving the corresponding relaxation function by starting from the well-known
Volterra integral equation of the second kind. The explicit expressions of G¹t0º, ¹t0º
and C¹t0º are derived for a specific medium-strength concrete and through a best-fitting
procedure with the creep function of Model B3, one of the most widely used models for
prestressed concrete. The relevant comparison between Model B3 creep function and the
creep function of the proposed fractional model entails percentage errors less than 6%,
which is a reasonable value in engineering practice. A good agreement is also found
between the relaxation functions, proving once more that the proposed model can be
effectively applied to the simulation of aging hereditariness of materials like concrete and
prestressed concrete.
As further development, the best-fitting procedure illustrated in Section 3.4 can be
used to correlate G¹t0º, ¹t0º and C¹t0º of the proposed fractional-order model with
experimental data available in the database of RILEM (2016). Finally, the influence of
mechanical properties, environmental conditions and cross-section geometry on G¹t0º,
¹t0º and C¹t0º deserves further studies.
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3.A Fundamental remarks of fractional calculus
Fractional calculus may be considered the extension of the ordinary differential calculus
to non-integer powers of derivation orders. In this section, we address some basic notions
about this mathematical tool.
Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives with 0 <  < 1 of functions
defined on the entire real axis have the following forms,
I+f

¹tº = 1
 ¹º
¹ t
 1
f ¹º
¹t   º1  d (3.25a)
D+f

¹tº = 1
 ¹1   º
d
dt
¹ t
 1
f ¹º
¹t   º d. (3.25b)
Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives, with 0 <  < 1, of functions
defined over intervals of the real axis, namely f ¹tº such that t 2 »a, b¼  R, have the
following forms,
Ia f

¹tº = 1
 ¹º
¹ t
a
f ¹º
¹t   º1  d (3.26a)
Da f

¹tº = f ¹aº
 ¹1   º¹t   aº +
1
 ¹1   º
¹ t
a
f 0¹º
¹t   º d (3.26b)
where the Euler-Gamma function  ¹zº is the generalization of the factorial function
since as z assumes integer values as  ¹z + 1º = z!. The Euler-Gamma function defined
as the result of the integral reads,
 ¹zº =
¹ 1
0
e xxz 1dx. (3.27)
In addition to the Riemann-Liouville fractional operators illustrated above, another
class of fractional derivatives that is often used in the context of the fractional viscoelas-
ticity is represented by Caputo fractional derivatives, defined as,
CDa+ f

¹tº := Im a+
 
Dma+ f
 ¹tº m   1 <  < m (3.28)
and, whenever 0 <  < 1, it reads,
CDa+ f

¹tº = 1
 ¹1   º
¹ t
a
f 0¹º
¹t   º d (3.29)
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A closer analysis of (3.28) and (3.29) shows that Caputo fractional derivative coincides
with the integral part of the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative in a bounded domain.
Moreover, the definition in (3.28) entails that the function f ¹tº has to be absolutely
integrable of order m (e.g. in (3.29) the order is m = 1). Whenever f ¹aº = 0, Caputo and
Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives coalesce.
Similar considerations hold true also for Caputo and Riemann-Liouville fractional
derivatives defined on the entire real axis. Caputo fractional derivatives may be consid-
ered as the interpolation among the well-known integer-order derivatives, operating over
functions f ¹º that belong to the class of Lebegue integrable functions (f ¹º 2 L1); as a
consequence, they are very useful in the mathematical description of a complex system
evolution. We recall that Laplace and Fourier integral transforms are defined as follows,
L»f ¹tº¼ =
¹ 1
0
f ¹tºe stdt (3.30a)
F »f ¹tº¼ =
¹ +1
 1
f ¹tºei!tdt (3.30b)
It is worth introducing integral transforms for fractional operators and, similarly to clas-
sical calculus, the Laplace integral transform L¹º can be defined in the following forms:
L
h
D
0+
f

¹tº
i
= sL»f ¹tº¼ = s~f ¹sº (3.31a)
L
h
I
0+
f

¹tº
i
= s L»f ¹tº¼ = s ~f ¹sº (3.31b)
Likewise, the Fourier integral transform F ¹º assumes the following forms,
F
h
D+f

¹tº
i
= ¹ i!ºF »f ¹tº¼ = ¹ i!º f^ ¹!º (3.32a)
F
h
I+f

¹tº
i
= ¹ i!º F »f¹tº¼ = ¹ i!º  f^ ¹!º (3.32b)
3.B Fractional calculus of variable order
In this sectionwe briefly recall themain concepts of fractional calculus, when the order
of integration/differentiation is allowed to vary with the independent variable t . Lorenzo
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and Hartley (1998) first suggested the concept of variable-order fractional operators
and several candidate definitions for variable-order fractional integrals are addressed in
Lorenzo and Hartley (2002). Moreover, the definitions for the variable-order integration
introduced by Lorenzo and Hartley (2002) may be formally extended to variable-order
fractional differentiation as illustrated in Ingman and Suzdalnitsky (2005) and Valério
and Da Costa (2011).
RecallingRiemann-Liouville fractional integrals and derivativeswith order 0 <  < 1
defined in Equations (4.5), in the current case of variable-order fractional calculus, they
become,
I¹tºa f

¹tº =
¹ t
a
¹t   º¹t ,º 1
 ¹¹t , ºº f ¹ºd (3.33a)
D¹tºa f

¹tº = ¹t   aº
 ¹t ,aº
 ¹1   ¹t , aºº f ¹aº +
¹ t
a
¹t   º ¹t ,º
 ¹1   ¹t , ºº f
0¹ºd (3.33b)
where the order of integration/differentiation is now function of the independent variable
t and the integration/differentiation variable .
In the discussion that follows we focus on themain implications resulting from various
choices of ¹t , º, assuming that the arguments of ¹t , º at the exponent of ¹t   º and
in the Gamma function are the same. In particular, the following choices are considered:
¹t , º = ¹tº; ¹t , º = ¹º; ¹t , º = ¹t   º. However, a briefly discussion is pointed
out in this appendix; thus, more details about all cases can be found in Lorenzo and
Hartley (2002) and Valério and Da Costa (2011).
3.B.1 Case 1 ¹t , º = ¹tº
For this case, we redefine the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral and derivative as
follows,

I¹tºa f

¹tº =
¹ t
a
¹t   º¹tº 1
 ¹¹tºº f ¹ºd (3.34a)
D¹tºa f

¹tº = ¹t   aº
 ¹tº
 ¹1   ¹tºº f ¹aº +
¹ t
a
¹t   º ¹tº
 ¹1   ¹tºº f
0¹ºd (3.34b)
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Since the argument of ¹tº at the exponent of ¹t   º in (3.34) is not a function of
¹t   º, the fractional operator becomes time variant. We recall that an operator is said
to be time invariant when the input f ¹tº produces a response y¹tº, then the input f ¹t + tº
produces the response y¹t + tº (Lorenzo and Hartley, 2002). Moreover, it is noted that
the operator is no more linear with respect to the order ¹tº. Hence, the composition
property is not applicable, i.e.,
I¹tº+ I
¹tº
+ f¹tº ,

I¹tº+¹tº+ f

¹tº (3.35)
3.B.2 Case 2 ¹t , º = ¹º
For this case, we redefine the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral and derivative as
follows,

I¹tºa f

¹tº =
¹ t
a
¹t   º¹º 1
 ¹¹ºº f ¹ºd (3.36a)
D¹tºa f

¹tº = ¹t   aº
 ¹aº
 ¹1   ¹aºº f ¹aº +
¹ t
a
¹t   º ¹º
 ¹1   ¹ºº f
0¹ºd (3.36b)
Because of the argument of ¹º in both the exponent of ¹t   º and Gamma function,
the fractional operator results to be time variant. Moreover, as previously discussed for
Case 1, the composition property in (4.8) is no more valid. It is important to highlight that
the last implication strongly influenced the evaluation of the fractional relaxation function
in Subsection (3.4.2). In particular, if the composition property was still valid for the case
under investigation, i.e. ¹t , º = ¹º, the relaxation function of the proposed fractional
aging model would be simpler to carry out and the final expression of the relaxation
function would be a combination of Riemann-Liouville integrals with maximum order
i · , where i indicates the number of iterated kernels used to approximate the solution
(Tricomi, 1957).
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3.B.3 Case 3 ¹t , º = ¹t   º
For the last case under investigation we consider the definitions,

I¹tºa f

¹tº =
¹ t
a
¹t   º¹t º 1
 ¹¹t   ºº f ¹ºd (3.37a)
D¹tºa f

¹tº = ¹t   aº
 ¹t aº
 ¹1   ¹t   aºº f ¹aº +
¹ t
a
¹t   º ¹t º
 ¹1   ¹t   ºº f
0¹ºd (3.37b)
Now, since the argument of ¹t   º in both the exponent of ¹t   º and Gamma
function si function of ¹t   º, the fractional operators are time invariant, as defined for
Case 1 earlier. Moreover, also for this last case of variable-order operator the composition
property in (4.8) is no more applicable.
3.C FHAM functions
In the following, we list all functions needed to define ¹t0º, C¹t0º, and G¹t0º in
Subsection 3.4.3, i.e.
f1 ¹t0º =   3.10 · 10 6¹t0   T1º2 + 7.99 · 10 4¹t0   T1º + 0.199 (3.38a)
f2 ¹t0º =   1.11 · 10 18¹t0   T2º6 + 3.63 · 10 15¹t0   T2º5+
  4.81 · 10 12¹t0   T2º4 + 3.39 · 10 9¹t0   T2º3+
  1.45 · 10 6¹t0   T2º2 + 4.68 · 10 4¹t0   T2º + f1 ¹T2º (3.38b)
f3 ¹t0º =   6.41 · 10 24¹t0   T3º6 + 1.53 · 10 19¹t0   T3º5+
  1.46 · 10 15¹t0   T3º4 + 7.17 · 10 12¹t0   T3º3+
  2.02 · 10 8¹t0   T3º2 + 4.36 · 10 5¹t0   T3º + f2 ¹T3º (3.38c)
fG1 ¹t0º =8674.33 · ln¹t0º + 7379.72 (3.38d)
fG2 ¹t0º =   3.03 · 10 15¹t0   T2º6 + 9.65 · 10 11¹t0   T2º5+
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  1.24 · 10 7¹t0   T2º4 + 8.45 · 10 5¹t0   T2º3+
  3.41 · 10 2¹t0   T2º2 + 7.72¹t0   T2º + fG1 ¹T2º (3.38e)
fG3 ¹t0º =3.06 · 10 20¹t0   T3º6   6.47 · 10 16¹t0   T3º5+
+ 5.89 · 10 12¹t0   T3º4   3.50 · 10 8¹t0   T3º3+
+ 2.07 · 10 4¹t0   T3º2   1.06¹t0   T3º + fG2 ¹T3º (3.38f)
fC1 ¹t0º =   0.37¹t0   T1º2 + 931¹t0   T1º + 74753.76 (3.38g)
fC2 ¹t0º =2.32 · 10 13¹t0   T4º6   3.65 · 10 10¹t0   T4º5+
  5.71 · 10 8¹t0   T4º4 + 4.9 · 10 4¹t0   T4º3+
  0.55¹t0   T4º2 + 767.75¹t0   T4º + fC1 ¹T4º (3.38h)
fC3 ¹t0º =   5.62 · 10 17¹t0   T3º6 + 1.2 · 10 12¹t0   T3º5+
  1.06 · 10 8¹t0   T3º4 + 4.74 · 10 5¹t0   T3º3+
  0.11¹t0   T3º2 + 437.57 · 10 3¹t0   T3º + fC2 ¹T3º (3.38i)
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Chapter 4
Anumerical integration approach for fractional-order viscoelas-
tic analysis of hereditary-aging structures
by Angela Beltempo, Alessio Bonelli, Oreste S. Bursi, and Massimiliano Zingales
Abstract
In this paper, a novel numerical integration scheme is proposed for fractional-order
viscoelastic analysis of hereditary-aging structures. More precisely, the idea of aging
is first introduced through a new phenomenological viscoelastic model characterized
by variable-order fractional operators. Then, the presented fractional-order viscoelastic
model is included in a variational formulation, conceived for any viscous kernel and
discretized in time by employing a discontinuous Galerkin method. The accuracy of
the resulting FE scheme is analyzed through a model problem, whose exact solution
is known; and the most significant variables affecting the solution quality, such as the
number of Gaussian quadrature points and time subintervals, are then investigated in
terms of error and computational cost. Eventually, the proposed FE integration scheme is
applied to study the short- and long-term behavior of concrete structures, which, due to
the severe aging exhibited during their service life, represents one of the most challenging
time-dependent behavior to be investigated.
Keywords: aging hereditariness; variable-order fractional calculus; structural analy-
sis; linear viscoelasticity; concrete; convergence analysis.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Background and motivation
The viscoelastic models used in literature to analyze time-dependent phenomena,
like creep and relaxation, usually rely on rheological schemes composed of springs and
dashpots (Christensen, 1971; Flügge, 2013). However, such elementary models can be
successfully employed to observe the short-term response of real materials, but they be-
come inaccurate for long-term observations. For instance, due to their exponential nature
both creep and relaxation curves present an asymptote, not observed during real experi-
ments; furthermore, a single exponential-based model is not suitable for describing at the
same time creep and relaxation phenomena. A possible solution to overcome the draw-
backs exhibited by classical viscoelastic models is given by the use of power laws with
real-order exponent. Moreover, the introduction of power laws into the Boltzmann linear
superposition principle (Boltzmann, 1878) yields to the description of material constitu-
tive behavior through the so-called fractional-order integrals and derivatives (Podlubny,
1998). These operators are mathematically well defined (Samko et al., 1987); in addition,
they can be defined as a non-euclidean measure of Sobolev spaces (Bongiorno et al.,
2002; Bongiorno, 2004, 2014; Bongiorno and Corrao, 2015a).
The application of fractional calculus to linear viscoelasticity covers many decades
and finds its bases in twenties with (Nutting, 1921) and (Gemant, 1938). All studies on
this topic, such as Cataldo et al. (2015), Deseri et al. (2013), Di Paola et al. (2013a), and
Di Paola and Granata (2016), proved the success of using fractional differential operators
in the description of time-dependent phenomena exhibited by hereditary materials, like
polymers, rubbers and biological tissues. A fractional-order viscoelastic model suitable
for aging materials, i.e. materials whose mechanical properties vary over their service
life, has been recently proposed by Beltempo et al. (2017) with the aid of variable-
order operators (Lorenzo and Hartley, 2002, 2007). The model is characterized by three
parameters only and can be adopted to study any aging material by assigning to these
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parameters specific laws, which must be function of material age. However, to the best
of authors’ knowledge, Beltempo et al. (2017) represents the first study that investigates
the applicability of fractional-order operators to the characterization of both creep and
relaxation phenomena taking material aging into account. Thus, the effective use of such
operators in the context of material aging still needs a wide investigation, especially in
relation to their use in structural analysis.
The simplest way to analyze the viscoelastic behavior of real structures is given by
their modeling in commercial software and, then, by means of the relevant creep analysis.
Nonetheless, in some cases, such as for structures highly sensitive to time-dependent
phenomena, more refined procedures are required (Beltempo et al., 2018). For instance,
the use of a variational formulation conceived for viscoelastic problems may bring more
accurate solutions and can allow for the choice of a proper viscous kernel. The idea
of using viscoelastic variational formulation for structural analyses is certainly not new.
It dates back to Biot (1956) and finds its first generalization in Gurtin (1963), which
provided variational principles, for both relaxation and creep integral forms. Later,
several authors exploited the same research field, mainly focusing on the reformulation
of viscoelastic problems in variational terms. For instance, Christensen (1968) under
restrictive assumptions proposed a variational formulation and established minimum
theorems for linear viscoelasticity. Furthermore, other interesting attempts were made by
other researchers, like Rafalski (1969), Taylor et al. (1970), Breuer (1973), Reiss andHaug
(1978), Huet (1992), and Idesman et al. (2000). As regards Finite Element (FE) techniques
developed within the framework of fractional calculus, Cortés and Elejabarrieta (2007)
proposed an approach for transient dynamic analyses, while Musto and Alfano (2015)
illustrated a FE procedure, where a fractional hereditary model was implemented into a
user subroutine of the software ABAQUS (Smith, 2009). However, all the aforementioned
works led to FE formulations suitable for hereditary materials or for particular conditions,
but not applicable to a general viscous kernel. A more general variational approach was
instead derived by Carini et al. (1995b), where an extremal FE formulation was proposed
under the assumptions of a non-homogeneous and non-isotropic solid. The formulation
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relies on Tonti (1984) and is based on an extension of the classical total potential energy
with a relaxation integral form. In addition, it was applied to aging concretes through the
CEB’78 model (Chiorino, 1984).
In sum, we underline that no FE approach has been proposed for a fractional-order
viscous kernel in presence of material aging until now. In addition, limited convergence
analyses were performed in the same context. These are important issues that this article
explores further.
4.1.2 Scope
Along these lines, this paper proposes a novel numerical integration scheme for the
fractional-order aging constitutive law proposed by Beltempo et al. (2017). The presented
method relies on the variational formulation developed by Carini et al. (1995b) and, is
herein illustrated under the assumptions of Euler-Bernoulli and first-order beam theories.
Moreover, an accuracy analysis is performed on a model problem for which the exact
solution is known. As a result, both the number of Gaussian quadrature points and the
number of subintervals, used in the step-by-step time procedure, are analyzed in terms of
error and computational cost.
The paper is organized as follows: we introduce the idea of hereditary aging materials
together with a suitable fractional-order constitutive law in Section 4.2; in Section 4.3, we
present the numerical integration scheme characterized by a fractional relaxation kernel;
in Section 4.4, we perform a convergence analysis of the proposed scheme by considering
a suitable model problem, and in Section 4.5 we apply the proposed fractional-order
formulation to representative concrete structures. Main conclusions are summarized in
Section 4.6 with further developments.
4.2 Fractional-hereditary aging materials
Due to the success of fractional-order operators in the characterization of the long-term
behavior of hereditary materials, e.g. polymers and rubbers, in this study we investigate
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their applicability to more complex cases, like aging materials. Along this line, in this
section we first introduce remarks on material aging hereditariness; then, we focus on the
idea of fractional calculus of variable order, which leads to a correct description of the
aging phenomenon within the framework of fractional calculus. Finally, we present the
fractional hereditary aging model recently derived by Beltempo et al. (2017), to be intro-
duced as aging kernel into the proposed fractional-order numerical scheme for structural
analysis.
4.2.1 Material aging hereditariness
The constitutive behavior of materials in long-standing mechanical tests is well de-
scribed by means of creep and relaxation functions, named J¹t , t0º and G¹t , t0º, respec-
tively. The creep function represents the strain undergone by the specimen due to an
unitary stress applied at the time instant t0, i.e. ¹t0º = 1; while, the relaxation function
measures the stress at the generic time instant t due to an applied unitary strain at t0,
"¹t0º = 1, with t  t0.
In this work, we focus on a specific class of materials, whose mechanical properties
continuously vary over time. They are known in literature as hereditary aging materials
(Jirásek and Bazant, 2002), and the relevant creep and relaxation functions depend on
both the elapsed time, ¹t   t0º, and the material age when the load is applied, t0. Examples
in nature of hereditary aging materials are structural concretes, rubbers and polymers
under photo degradation. The constitutive relationships of hereditary aging materials are
obtained by applying the linear superposition to a generic stress/strain history as follows,
"¹tº =
¹ t
0
Jc¹t , º · d¹º =
¹ t
0
Jc¹t , º · Û¹ºd (4.1a)
¹tº =
¹ t
0
Gs¹t , º · d"¹º =
¹ t
0
Gs¹t , º · Û"¹ºd, (4.1b)
where we assume that t0 = 0 days and the initial stress/deformation is also zero. Both
expressions, (4.1a) and (4.1b), state the Boltzman superposition principle that, differently
from the case of hereditary materials for which J¹t , t0º = J¹t   t0º andG¹t , t0º = G¹t   t0º,
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does not include convolution integrals.
The integrals in (4.1) are completely described as we introduce the functional class
of creep and relaxation functions. Indeed, creep and relaxation functions characterize the
material behavior and can be related through some mathematical manipulations on (4.1),
yielding the first theorem of the linear aging hereditariness (Bažant, 1972),
J¹t , t0ºG¹t0, t0º +
¹ t
t0
J¹t , º@G¹, t0º
@
d = 1. (4.2)
The relationship in (4.2) is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind for the creep
function J¹t , t0º. In other words, we can obtain the creep function through (4.2) as the
relaxation function, G¹t , t0º, is known for different couples of time instants ¹t , t0º. How-
ever, the estimation of the relaxation function by means of field experiments on existing
structures is not so common in structural engineering. On the other hand, field tests for the
estimation of the creep function are usually performed and the corresponding relaxation
function can be obtained from the second theorem of the linear aging hereditariness,
G¹t , t0ºJ¹t0, t0º +
¹ t
t0
G¹t , º@J¹, t0º
@
d = 1. (4.3)
The relationship in (4.3) represents a Volterra integral equation of the second kind for the
relaxation function. Thus, we can obtain the relaxation function through (4.3) as the creep
function is known for different couples of time instants ¹t , t0º. It is important to observe
that both the first and second theorem of the linear aging hereditariness entail to a very
simple conjugation relation in the Laplace domain, i.e. J^¹sºG^¹sº = 1s2, as hereditary
materials are considered.
A possible method to solve a Volterra integral equation of the second kind in time
domain is the iterated-kernels method described in Tricomi (1957). For the case under
investigation, a sequence of approximations for the relaxation function is obtained by
applying the iterated-kernels method to Equation (4.3),
G¹1º¹t , t0º = 1J¹t0, t0º , (4.4a)
G¹2º¹t , t0º = 1J¹t0, t0º

1  
¹ t
t0
@J¹, t0º
@
G¹1º¹t , ºd

, (4.4b)
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........
G¹k º¹t , t0º = 1J¹t0, t0º

1  
¹ t
t0
@J¹, t0º
@
G¹k 1º¹t , ºd

, (4.4c)
........
It is worth observing that the number of kernels required for a highly accurate approxi-
mation depends on the size of the time interval » t0, t ¼. In other words, for small time
intervals we need a number of kernels smaller than the one required for larger time inter-
vals.
4.2.2 Remarks on variable-order fractional calculus
In this section, we briefly recall themain ideas of fractional calculus, when the order of
integration/differentiation is allowed to vary over time. Fractional operators with variable
order can be successfully used to describe several physical phenomena, as discussed
in Coimbra (2003), Tenreiro Machado et al. (2010), Sweilam and AL-Mrawm (2011) ,
and Yajima and Yamasaki (2012), and among these we have the aging phenomenon, as
discussed in Beltempo et al. (2017).
Lorenzo and Hartley (1998) first suggested the idea of variable-order fractional opera-
tors and several candidate definitions for variable-order fractional integrals are addressed
in Lorenzo and Hartley (2002). Moreover, the definitions introduced in Lorenzo and
Hartley (2002) for the variable-order integration may be formally extended to the idea of
variable-order fractional differentiation as illustrated in Ingman and Suzdalnitsky (2005)
and Valério and Da Costa (2011), respectively.
Before introducing fractional variable-order operators, we hereinafter recall the def-
inition of Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives of f ¹tº such that t 2
»a, b¼  R (Podlubny, 1998),
Ia f

¹tº = 1
 ¹º
¹ t
a
f ¹º
¹t   º1  d (4.5a)
Da f

¹tº = f ¹aº
 ¹1   º¹t   aº +
1
 ¹1   º
¹ t
a
f 0¹º
¹t   º d, (4.5b)
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where the order  2 ¼ 0, 1 » is assumed a non-integer constant number, and the Euler-
Gamma function  ¹zº is a generalization of the factorial function, since for z integer we
have that  ¹z + 1º = z!. In the case of variable-order fractional calculus, Equations (4.5)
become,
I¹tºa f

¹tº =
¹ t
a
¹t   º¹t ,º 1
 ¹¹t , ºº f ¹ºd (4.6a)
D¹tºa f

¹tº = ¹t   aº
 ¹t ,aº
 ¹1   ¹t , aºº f ¹aº +
¹ t
a
¹t   º ¹t ,º
 ¹1   ¹t , ºº f
0¹ºd, (4.6b)
inwhich the order of integration/differentiation is now function of the independent variable
t and the integration/differentiation variable .
There are different conditions of order variability that can be assigned to the fractional
operators in (4.6), such as ¹t , º = ¹tº, ¹t , º = ¹º and ¹t , º = ¹t   º. In
the following, we focus on the case ¹t , º = ¹º, since it well describe the aging
phenomenon under investigation. However, the interested readers can find more details
about the chosen case and the aforementioned cases in Lorenzo and Hartley (2002) and
Valério and Da Costa (2011).
Thus, we redefine the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral and derivative as follows,

I¹tºa f

¹tº =
¹ t
a
¹t   º¹º 1
 ¹¹ºº f ¹ºd (4.7a)
D¹tºa f

¹tº = ¹t   aº
 ¹aº
 ¹1   ¹aºº f ¹aº +
¹ t
a
¹t   º ¹º
 ¹1   ¹ºº f
0¹ºd. (4.7b)
Since ¹º at the exponent of ¹t  º is not a function of ¹t  º, both fractional operators in
(4.7) become time variant; in this respect, an operator is said to be time invariant when the
input f ¹tº produces a response y¹tº and the input f ¹t +tº produces the response y¹t +tº
(Lorenzo and Hartley, 2002). Moreover, we also highlight that the fractional operators
in (4.7) are not linear with respect to their order ¹tº. Hence, the composition property,
valid for constant orders, is no more applicable, i.e.,
I¹tº+ I
¹tº
+ f¹tº ,

I¹tº+¹tº+ f

¹tº . (4.8)
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This last inequality strongly influences the evaluation of a fractional-order relaxation
function through the iterated-kernles method described in Subsection 4.2.1. In particular,
if the composition property was still suitable for the case ¹t , º = ¹º, the derived re-
laxation function would simply be a sum of Riemann-Liouville integrals with maximum
order equal to k · , where k indicates the number of iterated kernels used to approximate
the solution.
4.2.3 A fractional-hereditary aging constitutive law
A creep law that accounts for fractional variable-order operators was proposed for
any aging material by Beltempo et al. (2017). In the following, we describe the main
aspects characterizing this creep law and the relevant relaxation function to be involved
into the derivation procedure of the fractional numerical integration scheme for structural
analysis.
The creep phenomenon is described through a two-term function of power-law type,
whose fractional-order nature is related to the choice of a real exponent. Furthermore, to
account for the deterioration/improvement of material mechanical properties, the power-
law exponent and other two material parameters are made dependent on the material age,
t0. Thus, the fractional-order creep function reads,
JF ¹t , t0º = 1G¹t0º +
¹t   t0º¹t0º
C¹t0º ¹¹t0º + 1º , (4.9)
where C¹t0º,G¹t0º and ¹t0º are aging functions representative of the material mechan-
ical characteristics. Moreover, G¹t0º and C¹t0º belong to R+; while ¹t0º 2 ¼ 0, 1 » .
Thus, the creep function in (4.9) corresponds to the definition of a rheological model
consisting of a time-varying spring and a variable-order fractional dashpot, as depicted
in Figure 4.1.
As regards the derivation of the relevant relaxation function, it can be obtained by
introducing the fractional-order creep function (4.9) in (4.4), i.e. J¹t , t0º = JF ¹t , t0º.
However, the multiple integrals now involved in (4.4) are not so trivial to be solved,
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σ(t)
Gβ(t0) Cβ(t0); β(t0)
Figure 4.1: Variable-order fractional Maxwell model.
especially for large numbers assigned to the variable k . A possible way to reduce the
complexity of such fractional order integrals is given by the introduction of the Grünwald-
Letnikov approximation (Podlubny, 1998). Thus, we obtain the following expressions
of the second and third iterated kernels and we can derive similar expressions for the
successive kernels,
G¹2ºF ¹t , t0º =G¹t0º  
G¹t0ºh¹t0º1
C¹t0º
 
n1Õ
r1=0
¹ 1ºr1
 ¹t0º
r1

G¹t0 + r1h1º
!
(4.10a)
G¹3ºF ¹t , t0º =G¹t0º  
G¹t0ºh¹t0º1
C¹t0º
" 
n1Õ
r1=0
¹ 1ºr1
 ¹t0º
r1

G¹t0 + r1h1º
!
+
 
 
n1Õ
r1=0
¹ 1ºr1
 ¹t0º
r1

G¹t0 + r1h1º
C¹t0 + r1h1ºh
¹t0+r1h1º
2 ·
·
 
n2Õ
r2=0
¹ 1ºr2
 ¹t0 + r1h1º
r2

G¹t0 + r1h1 + r2h2º
!!#
, (4.10b)
where, ni indicates the number of subintervals used to approximate the generic fractional
integral and hi is the interval amplitude. Moreover, according to Beltempo et al. (2017)
we set a unique number of subintervals n for all fractional integrals, thus, h1 = h2 = .. =
hi = ¹t   t0ºn = h and n2 = n   r1, n3 = n   r1   r2, n4 = n   r1   r2   r3, and so on. As
a result, it is possible to present a closed-form expression for the relaxation function,
G¹k ºF ¹t , t0º = g1¹t0º  
266664
k 1Õ
j=1
¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹t , t0º
377775 , (4.11)
which is proposed by referring to a generic k th kernel approximation. Furthermore,
Equation (4.11) is obtained by defining the column vector G with dimension ¹n + 1º,
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which includes the evaluation of the function G at different time instants, and the upper-
diagonalmatrixLwith dimension ¹n+1º¹n+1º, which represents theGrünwald-Letnikov
terms. The extended form of vector G and matrix L reads,
G =

G¹t0º G¹t0 + hº    G¹t0 + nhº
T
=
= »g1¹t0º g2¹t , t0º    gn+1¹t , t0º¼T
(4.12)
L =
266666666666664
h¹t0ºG ¹t0º
C ¹t0º ¹ 1º0
  ¹t0º
0
    h¹t0ºG ¹t0ºC ¹t0º ¹ 1ºn   ¹t0ºn 
. . .
...
h¹t0+nhºG ¹t0+nhº
C ¹t0+nhº ¹ 1º0
  ¹t0+nhº
0

377777777777775
. (4.13)
Moreover, the matrix product between the generic jth power of L andG is indicated with
the following notation,
Lj ·G =
h
a j1¹t , t0º a j2¹t , t0º    a jn+1¹t , t0º
iT
. (4.14)
The effectiveness of the presented constitutive law was proved in Beltempo et al.
(2017), through a representative application to a medium strength concrete and the rele-
vant comparison with Model B3 (Bažant and Baweja, 2000).
4.3 Structural analysis in presence of fractional-order aging hereditariness
In this section, we present a fractional-order numerical integration scheme, which re-
lies on the viscoelastic formulation proposed by Carini et al. (1995b). The main novelty of
the presented scheme is the introduction of a fractional-order aging kernel, i.e. the relax-
ation function (4.11), into the viscoelastic formulation. Moreover, a time-discontinuous
Galerkin scheme is hereinafter illustrated by employing linear shape functions for the
time discretization, previously used in this context (Larsson et al., 2015). With regard to
the spatial discretization, for the sake of clarity, the classical shape functions related to
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the Bernoulli-Navier beam theory are considered. However, the same FE formulation can
be extended to a generic 3D body.
4.3.1 The FE formulation
The FE formulation is based on the classical assumptions of Bernoulli-Navier and
first-order beam theories. Thus, the object of the study is a beam, whose kinematics
is uniquely described by u¹x; tº and v¹x; tº, which define the horizontal and vertical
displacements of the cross-section centroid, respectively. In this respect, the rotation
¹x; tº can be obtained through the relation ¹x; tº = @v¹x; tº@x. Moreover, we assume
that the beam is straight and its centroidal axis develops along the x axis.
The starting equation of the FE formulation, hereinafter presented for a generic aging
kernel, is the extremal principle proposed in Carini et al. (1995b),
F»u, v¼ =
neÕ
e=1
(
1
2
¹ tf
t0
¹ `e
0
Ge¹x; t0, t0º
2666664A
e¹xº ©­­«
@u^e¹x; tº
@x
ª®®¬
2
+
+Je¹xº ©­­«
@2v^e¹x; tº
@x2
ª®®¬
23777775 dxdt  
¹ tf
t0
¹ `e
0
pe¹x; tºu^e¹x; tºdxdt+
 
¹ tf
t0
¹ `e
0
qe¹x; tºv^e¹x; tºdxdt
)
,
(4.15)
where
neÕ
e=1
indicates the sum over elements, Ge¹x; t0, t0ºJe¹xº represents the flexural
stiffness of the beam element, and Ge¹x; t0, t0ºAe¹xº the relevant axial stiffness. As
regards u^e¹x; tº and v^e¹x; tº, they are the fictitious elastic displacements of the generic
element e, which are obtained through an auxiliary elastic problem. The elastic response
of this auxiliary problem is derived by invoking the stationarity of the total potential energy
principle that under the hypotheses of Bernoulli-Navier and first-order beam theories can
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be written as follows,
FTPE»u^, v^¼ =
neÕ
e=1
(
1
2
¹ `e
0
Ge¹x; t0, t0º
2666664A
e¹xº ©­­«
@u^e¹x; tº
@x
ª®®¬
2
+
+Je¹xº ©­­«
@2v^e¹x; tº
@x2
ª®®¬
23777775 dx  
¹ `e
0
p^e¹x; tºu^e¹x; tºdx+
 
¹ `e
0
q^e¹x; tºv^e¹x; tºdx
)
,
(4.16)
where p^e and q^e indicates two fictitious loads, which are both functions of the relaxation
kernel,Ge¹x; t , t0º, and of the unknowndisplacement field, ue¹x; tº =

ue¹x; tº ve¹x; tºT .
The expressions of the fictitious loads follow,
p^e =  
@
@x
©­­«Ge¹x; t , t0ºAe¹xº
@ue¹x; tº
@x
ª®®¬  
@
@x
¹ t
t0
Ge¹x; t , ºAe¹xº
@due¹x; º
@x
q^e =  
@2
@x2
©­­«Ge¹x; t , t0ºJe¹xº
@2ve¹x; tº
@x2
ª®®¬  
@2
@x2
¹ t
t0
Ge¹x; t , ºJe¹xº
@2dve¹x; º
@x2
.
(4.17)
We underline that both loads include an additional integral over time, which is related to
their dependence on the viscoelastic constitutive relationship. Furthermore, the presence
of the real displacements, u¹x; tº and v¹x; tº, in the functional F»u, v¼ (4.15) has become
now more evident.
As regards the derivation of the relevant FE technique, we need first to introduce
a discretization in space and in time in both F»u, v¼ (4.15) and FTPE»u^, v^¼ (4.16). The
notation used for the two discretizations is described in the following and, for clarity, is
referred to the real displacement field only. However, a similar notation is used for the
discretization of the fictitious displacements.
The collection of the spatial shape functions, referred to each node of the mesh, into
the matrixNe¹xº and the collection of the relevant nodal Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) into
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the vector re¹tº entail that the displacement vector ue¹x; tº can be expressed as follows,
ue¹x; tº =
266666664
neu
T 0T
0T nev
T
377777775
·
266666664
reu
rev
377777775
= Ne¹xºre¹tº = Ne¹xºAe¹tº, (4.18)
where Ae denotes the coordinate transformation matrix and ¹tº the vector of nodal
DoFs of the assembled structure in the global reference system. Additionally, neu col-
lects the axial shape functions, »n1¹xº n2¹xº¼T , while nev collects the flexural shape
functions, »n3¹xº n4¹xº n5¹xº n6¹xº¼T ; reu = »r1 r2¼T defines the axial DoFs and
rev = »r3 r4 r5 r6¼T the flexural DoFs. Hence, as depicted in Figure 4.2, beam finite
elements with three spatial DoFs per node, horizontal displacement, transversal displace-
ment and rotation, are considered. Furthermore, the classical shape functions associated
to the DoFs of each generic FE read,
n1¹xº = 1   xL n2¹xº = xL
n3¹xº = 1   3 · x2L2 + 2 · x3L3 n4¹xº = x   2 · x2L + x3L2
n5¹xº = 3 · x2L2   2 · x3L3 n6¹xº = x3L2   x2L .
(4.19)
r1
r3
r4 r6
r2
r5
x
Figure 4.2: The beam finite element and its DoFs.
The time discretization is instead introduced by replacing the vector ¹tº with the
product of time shape functions, collected into the matrixM¹tº, and time DoFs, collected
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into the column vector b. Hence,
¹tº =
266666664
mT1
. . .
mTns
377777775
·
266666664
b1
...
bns
377777775
=M¹tºb, (4.20)
where ns indicates the number of spatial DoFs and b1    bns are column vectors with
dimension nt , i.e. the number of time DoFs assigned to each spatial degree of freedom.
In what follows, each spatial degree of freedom is discretized in time using two linear
shape functions. Thus, nt is set equal to 2 and for a generic time interval we set,
m1 =    = mns = m = »m1 m2¼T =
 ¹ti   tº
¹ti   ti 1º
¹t   ti 1º
¹ti   ti 1º
T
, (4.21)
bs =

b i 1s b
i
s
T
s = 1, ...., ns (4.22)
where ti 1 and ti indicate the initial and the final time instant; likewise, b i 1s and b is
represent the DoFs relevant to the time instants ti 1 and ti , respectively.
The introduction of the aforementioned discretizations in the functional FTPE»u^, v^¼
and the condition of stationarity entails the following system of equations,
K^ =
 
neÕ
e=1
AeTkeAeGe
!
b = Hb, (4.23)
where ke is the elementary stiffness operator, K is the stiffness operator of the assembled
structure and H is a matrix depending on both the relaxation kernel and time shape
functions. Moreover,
Ge =
Ge¹x; t , t0º
Ge¹x; t0, t0ºM¹t0º +
¹ t
t0
Ge¹x; t , º
Ge¹x; t0, t0ºdM¹º, (4.24)
which, particularized to the case of the fractional-order aging kernel illustrated in (4.11),
reads,
Ge =
g1¹t0º  
hÍk 1
j=1 ¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹t , t0º
i
Ge¹t0, t0º M¹t0º+
¹ t
t0
g1¹º  
hÍk 1
j=1 ¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹t , º
i
Ge¹t0, t0º dM¹º,
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(4.25)
where we have assumed constant mechanical properties along the element axis x. The
fractional-order nature of (4.25) is now evident due to the Grünwald-Letnikov approxi-
mations involved in
266664
k 1Õ
j=1
¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹t , t0º
377775 and
266664
k 1Õ
j=1
¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹t , º
377775 (Podlubny, 1998). For
additional details about the derivation of the linear system in (4.23), the interested reader
may refer to Carini et al. (1995b).
Hence, the obtained fictitious vector of nodal DoFs, ^ = K 1Hb, can be substituted
into the energy principle (4.15) in the discretized form,
F»b¼ =
1
2
bT
¹ tf
t0
HTK 1Hdt

b   bT
¹ tf
t0
HTK 1fdt

=
1
2
bTLb   bTg, (4.26)
where,
L =
¹ tf
t0
HTK 1Hdt g =
¹ tf
t0
HTK 1fdt . (4.27)
The minimum of (4.26) is reached when b represents the solution of the following linear
system,
Lb = g. (4.28)
More precisely, L defines the extended stiffness matrix and g is the extended vector of
the equivalent nodal forces. As a result, the unknown displacement field can be derived
using (4.18) and (4.20).
The presented method can also be applied to subintervals by using a step-by-step type
procedure. This implies the use of a reduced number of time DoFs over each subinterval,
e.g. two as in (4.21), as well as, a smaller dimension of matrices to be employed. More
precisely, the time interval »t0, tf ¼ is subdivided into n subintervals defined through the
sequence t0, t1, ..., tn  tf .
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Considering the generic time interval ¼ ti 1, ti ¼, F¹u, vº in (4.26) becomes,
F»bi¼ =
1
2
bTi
¹ ti
ti 1
HTi K
 1Hidt

bi   bTi
(¹ ti
ti 1
HTi K
 1
 
f  
i 1Õ
p=1
bpHp
!
dt
)
=
=
1
2
bTi Libi   bTi ¹gi   hiº ,
(4.29)
where the inversion of the elastic stiffness operator has to be carried out only once, since
it remains the same for all time steps; conversely, the operators Li and gi   hi must be
calculated at every time step, where the vector hi accounts for the past history. Moreover,
according to (4.29), in order to estimate displacements at the generic time instant ti , the
estimation of H at the current time interval i and at all previous time intervals p is also
needed. For the generic time step ¼ ti 1, ti ¼ and considering the case of the fractional-order
kernel (4.11), the operator Hi can be evaluated as follows,
Hi =
neÕ
e=1

Ae
T
keAeGei

Gei =
g1¹t0º  
hÍk 1
j=1 ¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹ti , t0º
i
Ge¹t0, t0º M¹t0º +
¹ ti
ti 1
g1¹º  
hÍk 1
j=1 ¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹ti , º
i
Ge¹t0, t0º dM¹º,
(4.30)
and all previous operators Hp can be evaluated as follows,
Hp =
neÕ
e=1

Ae
T
keAeGep

Gep =
¹ tp
tp 1
g1¹º  
hÍk 1
j=1 ¹ 1ºj 1a j1¹ti , º
i
Ge¹t0, t0º dM¹º.
(4.31)
Thus, the vector bi represents the solution of the linear system Libi = gi   hi for the
generic time instant ti .
The time marching procedure described above has been here particularized for the
1-dimensional case and for the case of a fractional-order aging kernel. A general overview
of the step-by-step procedure is instead provided in Carini et al. (1995a).
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4.4 Convergence analysis
In this section, we investigate the convergence of the proposed fractional-order nu-
merical scheme with the aid of a model problem, whose exact solution is well known.
The a posteriori accuracy analyses mainly focus on the evaluation of the global truncation
error by setting different values of significant variables, listed hereinafter. With regard
to the stability of the numerical integration scheme, readers may refer to Carini et al.
(1995a), where the stability of the FE formulation was proven for a generic 3D body
through an energy approach. Finally, important considerations about the computational
time required to end each creep analysis are also stated.
4.4.1 The model problem
In order to study the accuracy of the fractional numerical integration scheme, we
consider the model problem depicted in Figure 4.3. The clamped beam is made of a
medium strength concrete, whose mechanical properties are summarized in Table 4.1;
while the relevant expressions to be assigned to C¹t0º, G¹t0º and ¹t0º are reported in
Appendix 4.A. Moreover, the clamped beam is characterized by a unitary cross-section
area and length, A = 1m2 and L = 1m, respectively; and we suppose to apply a
compressive load of 1000 kN, after 1000 days from concrete casting.
1m
1000kN
Figure 4.3: The model problem.
One of the main advantage of considering the problem depicted in Figure 4.3 is that
it corresponds to the definition of the creep function; therefore, the strain undergone by
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Table 4.1: Mechanical properties of the medium-strength concrete specimen for the 2D
frame structure.
fc - cylinder compression strength at 28 days »MPa¼ 43
E28 - Young modulus at 28 days »MPa¼ 31043
wc - water-cement ratio 0.54
ac - aggregate-cement ratio 5.10
c - cement content
h
kgm3
i
343.04
t0 - drying time »days¼ 7
 - specific weight
h
kNm3
i
25
the clamped beam due to the load applied at t0 is well know and can be exactly evaluated
through Equation (4.9). The value of the creep function to be mostly used as reference
solution by the following accuracy analyses is JF ¹10000, 1000º = 6.57 · 10 5; hence, we
set t0 = 1000 days and tf = 10000 days. Moreover, the whole time-dependent response
from t0 = 1000 days to tf = 10000 days is also going to be detected with the evaluation
of the global error at several time instants within the interval »1000, 10000¼ days.
4.4.2 Results
The accuracy of the integration scheme, characterized by the fractional-order viscous
kernel presented in Subsection 4.2.3, is mainly influenced by the combination of several
variables: i) the number of Gaussian quadrature points nG, used to approximate the
external integrals in (4.27) and the internal integral in (4.24); ii) the number of subintervals
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n, in which we subdivide the whole time interval »t0, tf ¼; iii) the ratio r between the current
and previous time-step size titi 1 = r ; iv) the number of iterated kernels k , used to
approximate the fractional-order relaxation function; lastly, v) the number of terms n,
used for the Grünwald-Letnikov approximation. Furthermore, additional considerations
are needed for variables r and n, i.e. r is kept constant within the whole creep analysis,
and n is set at most equal to 170 due to a working-precision limit imposed by the software
MATLAB.
To investigate the accuracy of the proposed FEmethod, we first assign different values
to the aforementioned variables and then, we evaluate the global truncation error kei k by
means of ks¹tiº si k, where s¹tiº is the reference solution and si indicates the approximate
solution, both estimated at the generic time instant ti . In the end, after an attempt analysis
of the accuracy and the computational cost, we select the best value for each variable. All
results, presented in the following, were obtained in MATLAB by means of an Intel Core
i7, 12 GB of RAM, and 2.60 GHz of CPU frequency.
Preliminary results focus on the choice of the best ratio r by fixing nG = 4, k = 30,
and n = 170 and by varying the number of subintervals n. Figure 4.4 includes the
relevant plots, in which the global truncation error is measured along the y axis, whilst,
the x axis represents the time interval »t0, tf ¼. In all graphs, we can observe that kei k is
very small, which proves the efficiency of the proposed FE fractional method. However, if
the long-term response is investigated, the lowest error can be reached by setting r = 1 and
n = 100. Conversely, if we are interested in the short-term structural response, the best
solution is given by r = 1.15 and n = 100. Another important observation about Figure
4.4 regards the initial error trend, which is firstly increasing and after a time interval,
whose size mainly depends on n, starts to decrease. The main reason is that all terms
of vector h in (4.29) are updated at every time step; thus, where the solution trend is
smoother, i.e. in long term, the estimated error is smaller.
Figure 4.5 depicts another important plot, which analyzes the long-term global trun-
cation error, i.e. tf = 10000, by varying the number of subintervals n and the number of
Gaussian points nG. Moreover, we set r = 1, according to the considerations on Figure
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(a) Global truncation error for n = 100.
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(b) Global truncation error for n = 50.
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(c) Global truncation error for n = 25.
Figure 4.4: Global truncation error estimated from t0 = 1000 days to tf = 10000 days by
varying n and r , with nG = 4, k = 30 and n = 170.
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Figure 4.5: Global truncation error estimated at tf = 10000 days by varying the number
of subintervals and the number of Gaussian quadrature points, with r = 1, k = 30 and
n = 170.
4.4, k = 30, and n = 170. The computational time required to perform the creep analysis
is also detected in Figure 4.5, since it may represent a decisive factor for choosing the best
values of n and nG. Indeed, the graph shows that 25 subintervals and 8 Gaussian points
are sufficient to reach the long-term most accurate solution with the lowest computational
time. A similar accuracy is given by 8 Gaussian points and 100 subintervals, but the
relevant computational burden is around ten times the computational burden obtained by
setting nG = 8 and n = 25.
Another interesting plot, depicted in Figure 4.6, focuses on the Grünwald-Letnikov
approximation. More precisely, we set k = 30 and we compare the most closest cases
of Figure 4.5, i.e. nG = 8 and n = 25, nG = 4 and n = 50, and nG = 2 and n = 100.
Once more, the most accurate solution is reached when nG = 8 and n = 25; moreover,
as expected, when we consider n = 170. Similar considerations can be drawn from the
graph of Figure 4.7, in which we set n = 170 and we vary the number of iterated kernels k
from 20 to 50. However, conversely from Figure 4.6, the computational burden required
for the FE creep analysis does not change considerably by varying the number of iterated
kernels. Another important aspect to highlight is that the solution obtained for k = 50 is
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Figure 4.6: Global truncation error estimated at tf = 10000 days by varying the number
of subintervals, the number of Gaussian quadrature points, and the number of terms
involved into the Grünwald-Letnikov approximation, with r = 1 and k = 30.
very close to the solution obtained for k = 30; thus, the best value of iterated kernels to
be used to approximate the relaxation function from t0 = 1000 days to tf = 10000 days is
30.
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Figure 4.7: Global truncation error estimated at tf = 10000 days by varying the number
of subintervals, the number of Gaussian quadrature points and the number of iterated
Kernels, with r = 1 and n = 170.
After a careful analysis of all plots illustrated in this section, we can conclude that to
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investigate the long-term behavior of concrete structures by means of the FE fractional-
order formulation within the time interval »1000, 10000¼ days, 8 Gaussian points are
sufficient together with a number of subintervals equal to 25. Moreover, the time-step
size can be kept constant along the whole creep analysis, i.e. r = 1, and an acceptable
accuracy for the fractional-order relaxation function is reached when n = 170 and k = 30.
The computational time required to perform the relevant creep analysis is around 3000
seconds with a relative percentage error at 10000 days equal to 0.04%. A careful reader
can note that no indication about the convergence order of the proposed method has been
provided mainly because the fractional-order relaxation kernel (4.11) is affected by ap-
proximations, i.e. the iterated-kernels and Grünwald-Letnikov methods, both described
in Subsection 4.2.3; thus, the estimation of the convergence order obtained by reducing
time-subinterval sizes would not result accurate.
4.5 Representative numerical examples
The proposed fractional-order numerical integration scheme is herein applied to study
the short- and long-term behavior of two representative concrete structures. The first ex-
ample is a frame structure and investigates the applicability of the proposed scheme to
statically undetermined structures. The second example explores the structural behavior
of a prestressed concrete viaduct, which, according to Bažant and Baweja (2000), belongs
to the class of structures highly sensitive to time-dependent phenomena.
4.5.1 A 2D frame structure
The frame structure depicted in Figure 4.8 consists of two horizontal beams and three
fixed columns, all characterized by a square cross-section with sides 0.6 m, for a total
number of ten finite elements. The structural behavior is analyzed under the assumption
that concrete exhibits the same behavior in tension and compression, and the relevant
material parameters are listed in Appendix 4.A.
Two load histories are considered for this creep analysis; the first includes two hori-
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Figure 4.8: A 2D statically indeterminate frame.
zontal loads of 100kN each applied at 1000 days to nodes A and C , the second considers
the same loads applied at 4600 days. Figure 4.9 refers to the first load history and shows
the time evolution of the horizontal displacement at node B, for the cases r = 1 and
r = 1.15 and fixed Gaussian points, set to 8, and fixed subintervals, chosen equal to 25.
As expected, the long-term difference in terms of accuracy between the two cases is very
small; conversely, at short term, the case r = 1.15 is more accurate. As regards the
computational time, it is almost the same for the two cases and close to 23000 seconds.
Figure 4.10 shows the time evolution of the horizontal displacement at point B for
the case of multiple load history, and we consider the following cases: i) nG = 8 and
n = 25; ii) nG = 2 and n = 100; iii) nG = 2 and n = 25; where n = 25 corresponds to
t = 360 days and n = 100 refers to t = 90 days. As expected, the difference in terms
of accuracy among the three cases is very small, especially for the long-term solution.
Conversely, as regards the short-term response, the accuracy is strongly influenced by the
choice of the number of subintervals; thus, the best result is reached when nG = 2 and
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of the horizontal displacement at node B, for two horizontal
loads equal to 100kN applied at 1000 days to nodes A and C .
n = 100. However, another important aspect to be taken into account is the computational
time required to carry out each creep analysis. The worst case is nG = 2 and n = 100
characterized by a computational time equal to 48016 seconds; the case nG = 8 and
n = 25 requires 31530 seconds; in the end, the case nG = 2 and n = 25 is performed
within the lowest computational time equal to 3177 seconds. Due to the small difference
in terms of accuracy and the huge difference in terms of computational time between cases
iii) and ii), we may conclude that the choice of 2 Gaussian points and 25 subintervals
represents a good compromise for an efficient study of the time-dependent response of
the structure depicted in Figure 4.8, with a reasonable computational burden.
4.5.2 A prestressed concrete box girder
In what follows, we investigate both the short- and long-term behavior of the main
span of the Colle Isarco viaduct, which is an Italian segmental prestressed concrete box
girder belonging to the Highway A22. The viaduct was build between 1969 and 1971 and
designed by engineers Bruno and Lino Gentilini (Gentilini and Gentilini, 1972).
Overall, the Colle Isarco viaduct comprises two structurally independent decks, the
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Figure 4.10: Time evolution of the horizontal displacement at node B, caused by two
horizontal loads of 100kN in nodes A and C applied at 1000 days and 4600 days,
respectively.
so-called North and South carriageways, with 13 spans, for a total length of 1028.2 m.
The main span of the viaduct, 163 m long, consists of two symmetric reinforced concrete
Niagara box girders, which support a suspended beam of 45m, as depicted in Figure 4.11.
Each box girder ends with a 59m-long cantilever, counterbalanced by a back arm with a
length of 91 m. The thickness of the top slab of the box girder is constant and equal to
0.26 m, while, the bottom slab varies from 0.99 m to 0.12 m.
Figure 4.11: The Colle Isarco viaduct.
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Due to the symmetric configuration that characterizes the main span of the Colle
Isarco viaduct, we limit the investigation to the time-dependent behavior of the South
box girder and we account for the effects produced by the weight of the suspended beam
through a vertical force applied at the end of each cantilever. Figure 4.12 schematically
depicts the South box girder and its static configuration, which consists of a roller at node
6 and a pin at node 31. Moreover, we indicate with: i)Q1 = 904.55 kN andQ48 = 922.03
kN the vertical forces introduced to model the self weight of the suspended beam; ii)
qr1 = 38.82 kNm and qr2 = 39.57 kNm the sustained loads related to road-pavement
finishes.
As regards the mesh generation, we subdivide the whole box girder into 47 beam
elements, as the number of segments assembled during construction stages. Hence, 48
nodes, with three DoFs per node, characterize the FE model, for a total number of 144
DoFs, as shown in Figure 4.13. In order to account for the variability of the cross-section
depth, we assign to each beam element a different value of area and momentum of inertia,
both evaluated as mean value of the geometrical characteristics at the two beam ends. The
geometry assigned to each beam element is summarized in Table 4.3, where Le indicates
the length of each single element, he its height, de the double of the volume-to-surface
ratio, Ae the area, and Je the momentum of inertia. More precisely, the quantity de is
here introduced since it is determinant for the evaluation of the material parameters, ¹t0º,
C¹t0º and G¹t0º, as discussed in the following.
6 31 481
59m91m16:5m
11m 11m
6m
0:4m
Q1 Q48
qr1 qr2
xy
Figure 4.12: The static configuration of the main box girder and its generic cross
section.
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Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of the medium-strength concrete for the prestressed
concrete box girder.
fc - cylinder compression strength at 28 days »MPa¼ 43
E28 - Young modulus at 28 days »MPa¼ 31043
wc - water-cement ratio 0.4
ac - aggregate-cement ratio 3.09
c - cement content
h
kgm3
i
525
t0 - drying time »days¼ 7
 - specific weight
h
kNm3
i
25
The box girder is made of a medium strength concrete, whose mechanical properties
are summarized in Table 4.2, and the expressions of the relevant parameters, ¹t0º,
C¹t0º and G¹t0º, are listed in Appendix 4.B. It is important to highlight that, due to the
variability of the cross-section depth, the current parameters have been derived as function
of both the material age and the volume-to-surface ratio, which represents a novelty with
respect to the procedure used to derive the parameters in Beltempo et al. (2017). In fact,
if the cross-section geometry is constant along the whole structure, as the example of
Figure 4.8, the parameters are a function of the material age only; conversely, if the cross-
section depth varies, in order to properly account for the shrinkage, the dependence on
the volume-to-surface ratio has to be evident. In the latter case, the best-fitting procedure
described in Beltempo et al. (2017), is performed by varying the material age for different
values of volume-to-surface ratio.
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Figure 4.13: Mesh used for the creep analysis of the Colle Isarco viaduct.
Figure 4.14: Time evolution of the vertical displacement at node 48, where negative
values entail downward displacements.
As regards the load sustained by the structure, we consider: i) the self weight, modeled
through vertical forces and moments applied at each mesh node; ii) the weight of the two
suspended beams, Q1 and Q48; iii) the sustained load due to road-pavement finishes, qr1
and qr2; iv) the prestressing accounted for by means of horizontal forces and transposition
moments applied at the end of each bar. In total, we model 266 Dywidag ST 85/105
threaded bars with a diameter of 32mm and a nominal tensile strength of 1030 MPa.
The jacking tension applied to each bar is 720 MPa; additionally, we assume 15% as
percentage of initial losses. The loads assigned to each node of mesh are collected in
Table 4.4, where Nn indicates the generic horizontal nodal force, Vn the generic vertical
nodal force and Mn the generic concentrated moment.
The creep analysis of the prestressed structure under investigation is performed by
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considering the self weight and prestressing applied at t0 = 1000 days, and the weight
of the suspended beams and road pavement finishes applied at t0 = 4600 days. Figure
4.14 shows the time evolution of the vertical displacement at node 48, for the case r = 1,
nG = 2, and n = 25, which, as previously discussed, represents the most efficient
combination in terms of computational burden. Moreover, we can notice that until 4600
days the measured displacements are almost null and the prestressing prevails over the
self weight; the observed trend is lightly growing, indeed. Conversely, after 4600 days the
displacement approaches 10 cmwith a change of trend. Furthermore, the time required to
perform the whole creep analysis is about 16145 seconds. This solution time may appear
significant for a structure relatively simple. Nonetheless, as underlined in Beltempo et al.
(2018), solvers of creep problems for standard FE software may entail significant errors if
complex load histories are not properly superposed. Conversely, the formulation proposed
in Section 4.3 properly takes into account the combination of multiple load histories.
Table 4.3: Geometrical characteristics for the FEs of the box girder.
FE Le »m¼ he »m¼ de »cm¼ Ae m2 Je m4
1 4.50 2.82 36 5.70 6.45
2 4.00 3.32 38 6.44 10.73
3 4.00 3.81 40 7.19 16.25
4 3.00 4.23 42 7.76 21.69
5 1.00 4.41 42 7.96 24.07
6 2.25 4.44 42 7.99 24.53
7 4.00 4.51 42 8.09 25.63
8 4.00 4.60 43 8.24 27.23
9 4.00 4.73 43 8.40 29.32
10 4.00 4.88 43 8.59 31.87
11 4.00 5.02 44 8.87 35.02
12 4.00 5.19 45 9.21 38.96
13 4.00 5.39 46 9.58 43.59
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FE Le »m¼ he »m¼ de »cm¼ Ae m2 Je m4
14 4.00 5.59 47 9.92 48.56
15 4.00 5.80 47 10.25 53.81
16 4.00 6.03 48 10.58 59.76
17 4.00 6.28 49 10.91 66.42
18 4.00 6.55 49 11.24 74.21
19 4.00 6.87 49 11.60 83.69
20 4.00 7.21 49 11.97 94.54
21 4.00 7.55 50 12.35 106.58
22 4.00 7.91 50 12.74 119.83
23 3.00 8.23 50 13.10 132.62
24 3.00 8.52 50 13.44 145.29
25 3.00 8.84 50 13.80 159.77
26 3.00 9.18 50 14.17 176.07
27 3.00 9.54 51 14.53 193.71
28 3.00 9.91 50 14.88 212.64
29 3.00 10.28 51 15.28 234.00
30 3.75 10.70 52 16.03 263.89
31 3.75 10.63 52 15.92 259.25
32 3.00 10.08 50 14.99 221.57
33 3.00 9.59 50 14.43 194.32
34 3.00 9.10 50 13.86 169.57
35 3.00 8.63 49 13.29 147.07
36 3.00 8.16 49 12.76 127.21
37 3.00 7.69 48 12.22 109.08
38 3.00 7.22 48 11.66 92.50
39 4.00 6.67 47 11.01 75.40
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FE Le »m¼ he »m¼ de »cm¼ Ae m2 Je m4
40 4.00 6.04 47 10.30 58.48
41 4.00 5.41 46 9.59 44.15
42 4.00 4.78 45 8.86 32.21
43 4.00 4.20 44 8.13 22.86
44 4.00 3.67 42 7.45 16.02
45 4.00 3.21 40 6.74 10.92
46 3.25 2.88 37 6.01 7.35
47 3.00 2.70 36 5.60 5.64
Table 4.4: Loads assigned to each node of the box-girder mesh at t0 = 1000 and
t0 = 4600 days.
t0 = 1000 t0 = 4600
n Nn »kN¼ Vn »kN¼ Mn »kNm¼ Vn »kN¼
1 3841.13  320.79  3269.42  991.90
2 9602.81  642.88  2940.57  164.99
3 10563.10  681.78  12321.54  155.28
4 10563.10  650.84  15498.11  135.87
5 8642.53  390.66  14419.76  77.64
6 5761.69  324.18  9782.21  63.08
7 0.00  629.40  185.56  121.31
8 2880.84  816.97 15015.77  155.28
9 1920.56  832.19 38739.16  155.28
10 960.28  849.60 11125.36  155.28
11 5761.69  872.98 23947.23  155.28
12 2880.84  903.85 2824.28  155.28
13 6721.97  939.34 3463.14  155.28
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n Nn »kN¼ Vn »kN¼ Mn »kNm¼ Vn »kN¼
14 2880.84  974.94  7301.05  155.28
15 6721.97  1008.44 3416.71  155.28
16 11523.38  1041.47  30998.23  155.28
17 960.28  1074.62  25590.66  155.28
18 4801.41  1107.30  14725.67  155.28
19 1920.56  1141.66  12558.42  155.28
20 960.28  1178.09  29514.87  155.28
21 3841.13  1215.52  34544.41  155.28
22  2880.84  1254.08  17261.69  155.28
23 9602.81  1127.94  45626.75  135.87
24  960.28  994.98  34258.28  116.46
25  1440.42  1021.23  37121.21  116.46
26  3360.98  1048.83  21308.86  116.46
27  960.28  1076.52  28642.67  116.46
28 9602.81  1103.01  47133.44  116.46
29 5761.69  1131.08  29006.04  116.46
30 9602.81  1324.33  50515.55  131.08
31 0.00  1131.08 3.13  146.98
32  3841.13  1308.50 19673.21  133.55
33  1920.56  1103.42 9559.36  118.71
34  7682.25  1060.92 35144.36  118.71
35  4801.41  1018.07 21011.74  118.71
36  4801.41  976.60 18851.08  118.71
37  5761.69  936.56 21245.58  118.71
38  4801.41  895.55 16575.93  118.71
39  4801.41  987.99 15085.48  138.50
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n Nn »kN¼ Vn »kN¼ Mn »kNm¼ Vn »kN¼
40  7682.25  1065.76 21642.04  158.28
41  1920.56  994.56 4790.81  158.28
42  7682.25  922.26 15767.71  158.28
43  4801.41  849.16 9292.97  158.28
44  9602.81  778.76 14222.68  158.28
45  11523.38  709.46 12965.56  158.28
46  9602.81  581.24 8421.77  143.44
47  15364.50  454.27 7331.84  123.66
48  6721.97  210.11 3601.51  981.38
4.6 Conclusions
The use of fractional-calculus for the characterization of the time-dependent behavior
exhibited by aging materials has very recent bases (Beltempo et al., 2017); thus, its
effective use still needs a wide investigation. On this basis, the main aims of the present
work are: i) to provide a numerical integration scheme compatible with a fractional-order
aging kernel; ii) to perform a relevant convergence analysis thorough a model problem;
iii) to test the proposed method on realistic structures.
Along these lines, in Section 4.2, a fractional-order constitutive law, which includes
both the hereditariness and the aging of the material, is illustrated, with a particular
attention on the derivation of the relevant relaxation function. The resulting relaxation
function is then introduced into the FE formulation presented in Section 4.3, leading to
a numerical integration scheme, whose main novelty relates to the fractional-order aging
kernel. The convergence of the derived fractional-order integration scheme is investigated
in Section 4.4 by means of an a posteriori accuracy analysis on a model problem, i.e. a
clamped beam made of a medium strength concrete and subjected to a unitary stress at
the free end, for which the exact viscoelastic solution is known. Moreover, by choosing
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different values of significant variables, like the number of Gaussian quadrature points
and subintervals, we find that the best solution in terms of accuracy and computational
time is reached by setting nG = 8 and n = 25, i.e. t = 360 days, for a creep analysis
performed within »1000, 10000¼ days. Similar considerations are drawn by applying the
fractional-order integration to more complex structures. More precisely, we consider a
frame structure, characterized by ten beam finite elements, and a prestressed concrete box
girder, consisting of 47 finite elements. By means of these two case studies, we also show
that the proposed numerical method is suitable for the analysis of the long-term behavior
of concrete structures subjected to multiple load histories.
As further development of this researchwork, the proposed fractional-order numerical
integration scheme and the relevant convergence analysis can be extended to the case of
2D and 3D bodies.
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4.A Aging functions for a medium strength concrete for the 2D frame structure
The trends of parameters ¹t0º,G¹t0º, andC¹t0º, characterizing themedium strength
concrete, whose mechanical properties are summarized in Table 4.1, were derived in
Beltempo et al. (2017) through a best-fitting procedure with Model B3 (Bažant and
Prasannan, 1989), which represents one of themostwidely used creepmodels for structural
concretes. Then, from the results of the best-fitting procedure, specific functions of the
material age t0 were derived and assigned to each parameter, i.e.,
¹t0º =¹T2   t0º · f1 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T2º · f2 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T3º · f3 ¹t0º
  ¹t0   T3º · f2 ¹t0º (4.32a)
G¹t0º =¹T2   t0º · fG1 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T2º · f
G
2 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T3º · f
G
3 ¹t0º
  ¹t0   T3º · fG2 ¹t0º (4.32b)
C¹t0º =¹T4   t0º · fC1 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T4º · f
C
2 ¹t0º + ¹t0   T3º · f
C
3 ¹t0º
  ¹t0   T3º · fC2 ¹t0º (4.32c)
where ¹ · º indicates the Heaviside step function and T1 = 10 days, T2 = 100 days,
T3 = 1000 days, T4 = 200 days. Moreover, in the following we list all functions needed
to define ¹t0º, C¹t0º, and G¹t0º, i.e.
f1 ¹t0º =   3.10 · 10 6¹t0   T1º2 + 7.99 · 10 4¹t0   T1º + 0.199 (4.33a)
f2 ¹t0º =   1.11 · 10 18¹t0   T2º6 + 3.63 · 10 15¹t0   T2º5+
  4.81 · 10 12¹t0   T2º4 + 3.39 · 10 9¹t0   T2º3+
  1.45 · 10 6¹t0   T2º2 + 4.68 · 10 4¹t0   T2º + f1 ¹T2º (4.33b)
f3 ¹t0º =   6.41 · 10 24¹t0   T3º6 + 1.53 · 10 19¹t0   T3º5+
  1.46 · 10 15¹t0   T3º4 + 7.17 · 10 12¹t0   T3º3+
  2.02 · 10 8¹t0   T3º2 + 4.36 · 10 5¹t0   T3º + f2 ¹T3º (4.33c)
fG1 ¹t0º =8674.33 · ln¹t0º + 7379.72 (4.33d)
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fG2 ¹t0º =   3.03 · 10 15¹t0   T2º6 + 9.65 · 10 11¹t0   T2º5+
  1.24 · 10 7¹t0   T2º4 + 8.45 · 10 5¹t0   T2º3+
  3.41 · 10 2¹t0   T2º2 + 7.72¹t0   T2º + fG1 ¹T2º (4.33e)
fG3 ¹t0º =3.06 · 10 20¹t0   T3º6   6.47 · 10 16¹t0   T3º5+
+ 5.89 · 10 12¹t0   T3º4   3.50 · 10 8¹t0   T3º3+
+ 2.07 · 10 4¹t0   T3º2   1.06¹t0   T3º + fG2 ¹T3º (4.33f)
fC1 ¹t0º =   0.37¹t0   T1º2 + 931¹t0   T1º + 74753.76 (4.33g)
fC2 ¹t0º =2.32 · 10 13¹t0   T4º6   3.65 · 10 10¹t0   T4º5+
  5.71 · 10 8¹t0   T4º4 + 4.9 · 10 4¹t0   T4º3+
  0.55¹t0   T4º2 + 767.75¹t0   T4º + fC1 ¹T4º (4.33h)
fC3 ¹t0º =   5.62 · 10 17¹t0   T3º6 + 1.2 · 10 12¹t0   T3º5+
  1.06 · 10 8¹t0   T3º4 + 4.74 · 10 5¹t0   T3º3+
  0.11¹t0   T3º2 + 437.57 · 10 3¹t0   T3º + fC2 ¹T3º (4.33i)
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4.B Aging functions for a medium strength concrete for the prestressed concrete
box girder
The trends of parameters ¹t0º,G¹t0º, andC¹t0º, characterizing themedium strength
concrete, whose mechanical properties are summarized in Table 4.2, were derived by
means of a best-fitting procedure with Model B3 (Bažant and Prasannan, 1989). Then,
from the results of the best-fitting procedure, specific functions of both the material age
t0 and the double of the volume-to-surface ratio d »cm¼were derived and assigned to each
parameter, i.e.,
¹t0, dº =¹T3   t0º · f1 ¹t0, dº + ¹t0   T3º · f2 ¹t0, dº (4.34a)
G¹t0, dº =¹T3   t0º · fG1 ¹t0, dº + ¹t0   T3º · f
G
2 ¹t0, dº (4.34b)
C¹t0, dº =G¹t0, dº ·
h
¹T3   t0º · fC1 ¹t0, dº + ¹t0   T3º · f
C
2 ¹t0, dº
i
(4.34c)
where ¹ · º indicates the Heaviside step function and T3 = 1000 days. Moreover, in the
following we list all functions needed to define ¹t0, dº, C¹t0, dº, and G¹t0, dº, i.e.
f1 ¹t0, dº =¹ 1.96558 · 10 5d2 + 2.565926 · 10 3d + 8.6357846 · 10 3º · ln¹t0º+
+ ¹5.81780 · 10 5d2   9.6176929 · 10 3d + 0.165214º (4.35a)
f2 ¹t0, dº =¹ 7.74 · 10 28d2 + 3.2342 · 10 26d   7.315605 · 10 24º¹t0   T3º6+
+ ¹9.269253 · 10 24d2 + 1.664701 · 10 22+
+ 1.600193 · 10 19º¹t0   T3º5 + ¹5.015519 · 10 20d2+
  1.582950 · 10 17d   1.301324 · 10 15º¹t0   T3º4+
+ ¹ 1.507718 · 10 15d2 + 2.1069845 · 10 13d+
+ 3.9951503 · 10 12º¹t0   T3º3 + ¹1.0247320 · 10 11d2+
  1.3035123 · 10 9d + 2.7571166 · 10 9º¹t0   T3º2+
+ ¹ 1.6538236 · 10 8d2 + 2.550901 · 10 6d+
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  3.436172 · 10 6º¹t0   T3º + f1 ¹T3º (4.35b)
fG1 ¹t0, dº =¹5.9995665 · 10 2d3   9.240464 · d2 + 472.951599 · d+
  6768.5842585º · ln¹t0º + ¹ 0.4718785 · d3 + 72.97975 · d2+
  3768.0474637 · d + 100564.2030785º (4.35c)
fG2 ¹t0, dº =¹ 1.031235 · 10 24d3 + 1.60602535 · 10 22d2   8.501484 · 10 21d+
+ 1.1461851 · 10 19º¹t0   T3º6 + ¹3.111534 · 10 20d3+
  4.8630255 · 10 18d2 + 2.59303 · 10 16d+
  3.2769143 · 10 15º¹t0   T3º5 + ¹ 3.839225 · 10 16d3+
+ 6.023999 · 10 14d2   3.2344107 · 10 12d+
+ 3.88004719 · 10 11º¹t0   T3º4 + ¹2.500146 · 10 12d3+
  3.9374909 · 10 10d2 + 2.1270574 · 10 8d+
  2.4473893 · 10 7º¹t0   T3º3 + ¹ 9.8578135 · 10 9d3+
+ 1.5486765 · 10 6d2   8.3512766 · 10 5d+
+ 9.449694 · 10 4º¹t0   T3º2 + ¹2.8760292 · 10 5d3+
  4.4871794 · 10 3d2 + 0.2398676 · d+
  2.8320368º¹t0   T3º + fG1 ¹T3º (4.35d)
fC1 ¹t0, dº =¹ 1.0184577 · 10 2d2 + 1.3001315 · d   20.0444338º · ln¹t0º+
+ ¹5.337443 · 10 2d2   6.9691459 · d + 111.581249º (4.35e)
fC2 ¹t0, dº =¹ 4.87905 · 10 25d2 + 5.5879957 · 10 23d+
  3.182039 · 10 21º¹t0   T3º6 + ¹3.003096 · 10 21d2+
  7.3016134 · 10 19d + 6.4229665 · 10 17º¹t0   T3º5+
+ ¹1.098188Û10 16d2   2.5132916 · 10 15d+
  4.523209 · 10 13º¹t0   T3º4 + ¹ 1.7499694 · 10 12d2+
+ 1.0752874 · 10 10d + 3.74069998 · 10 10º¹t0   T3º3+
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+ ¹ 1.544642 · 10 10d3 + 3.023302 · 10 8d2+
  1.7781695 · 10 6d + 2.567407 · 10 5º¹t0   T3º2+
+ ¹ 1.634351 · 10 5d2 + 0.002419626 · d+
  0.0413951º¹t0   T3º + fC1 ¹T3º (4.35f)
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Chapter 5
Summary, conclusions and future perspectives
5.1 Summary
Many concrete structures, among which long-span prestressed concrete box-girders,
very tall buildings, cooling towers, and dams, reveal, during their service life, increas-
ing deformations, sometimes inexplicable through models and techniques presented in
technical standards. Recent studies on this topic found that one of the major cause of
such an apparently anomalous behavior relates to the high sensitivity of these structures
to time-dependent phenomena like creep and shrinkage. This thesis concentrates on the
study of these phenomena and on the strong influence that creep and shrinkage may have
on the short- and long-term behavior of concrete structures, with particular attention to
long-span prestressed concrete box-girders. Thus, the following research activities were
conducted: i) the development of a FE model, based on the refined creep and shrinkage
Model B3, and its application to a representative prestressed concrete box-girder; ii) the
development of a novel creep constitutive law with the aid of Model B3; and iii) the im-
plementation of a FE scheme characterized by the proposed fractional-order aging kernel
and its application to realistic concrete structures. A more detailed summary about the
aforementioned research activities follows.
The FE model illustrated in Chapter 2 for the study of long-span prestressed concrete
box-girders relies on an energetic formulation for linear viscoelastic problems (Carini
et al., 1995b), properly integrated with the approximate relaxation function of Model B3
(Bažant and Baweja, 2000). Model B3 is selected among other creep models available
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in literature mainly because of its success at predicting the future behavior of structures
highly sensitive to creep (Bažant et al., 2012); moreover, it includes an additional compo-
nent, whose creep effect never tends to an asymptotic value. With regard to the presented
FE model, it is derived from an extension of the well-known total potential energy prin-
ciple, discretized in space through the classical FE technique and in time by means of
linear shape functions. The resulting 1D FE scheme is then validated on a representative
concrete structure susceptible to creep, i.e. the Colle Isarco viaduct, which is faithfully
modeled keeping into account all changes of sustained loads from its construction to the
last maintenance work. In order to estimate the deflection trend at the tip of the viaduct
longest cantilever, a creep analysis is also performed from 1969 up to 2040, and the rele-
vant results are compared to the monitoring field data. Finally, important considerations
about the model efficiency are stated in relation to its implementation in a decision support
system.
The second part of this thesis focuses on the development of a novel creep constitutive
law with the following main requirements: being characterized by a simpler form than
Model B3; and being a function of both the load duration (hereditariness) and the material
age (aging). Along these bases, the presented creep model is developed within the
framework of variable-order fractional calculus. Indeed, there are many advantages
related to the use of fractional operators in the context of linear viscoelasticity, among
which the description of both creep and relaxation through simple laws; however, this
and many other advantages were deduced from studies on hereditary materials. Thus,
the research work presented in Chapter 3 mainly aims to explore the applicability of such
operators to more complex cases, like aging materials. The proposed creep constitutive
law consists of a real-order power law, function of the load duration ¹t t0º, and three aging
parameters, C¹t0º, ¹t0º and G¹t0º, properly derived through a best-fitting procedure
with Model B3. Specifically, the inverse of G¹t0º aims to describe the time-dependent
compliance of concrete, and both ¹t0º andC¹t0º are related to the change of pore shapes
and to the re-arranging of material miscrosctruture. Then, in order to derive the relevant
relaxation function, an efficient procedure, based on the iterated-kernels method and the
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Grünwald-Letnikov approximation, is also illustrated. Finally, interesting comparisons
with the Model B3 creep and relaxation functions are shown and discussed.
The last research activity presented in this thesis focuses on the development of a
numerical integration scheme to be used with the aforementioned fractional-order con-
stitutive model. The derivation procedure is illustrated in Chapter 4 and starts with an
extension of the total potential energy principle (Carini et al., 1995b), defined under the
assumptions of Euler-Bernoulli and first-oder beam theories. The relevant FE scheme
is then arranged by employing specific spatial and time discretizations; and through an
auxiliary elastic problem, solved with a step-by-step procedure, the resolutive linear sys-
tem with displacement unknowns is derived. More precisely, the spatial shape functions,
utilized for the relevant discretization, are the classical ones involved in a 1D elastic
problem; while the time shape functions for the time discretization are borrowed from the
discontinuous Galerkin method. With regard to the investigation of the FE-formulation
efficiency, a detailed convergence analysis is performed by means of a simple model
problem, for which the exact creep solution is well known. Eventually, two more complex
case studies subjected to multiple load histories are investigated, including the central
span of the Colle Isarco viaduct.
The major results obtained in each chapter of this thesis are summarized in the next
section.
5.2 Conclusions
This thesis aims to examine the short- and long-term behavior of creep-sensitive
concrete structures through the development of FE models and their use with suitable
constitutive laws. The first developed 1D FE model includes the refined creep and
shrinkage Model B3 (Bažant and Baweja, 2000) and is utilized to predict the behavior
of a representative concrete structure, the Colle Isarco viaduct in Italy. Specifically,
the deflection at the tip of the longest viaduct cantilever and its variation over years are
investigated, obtaining satisfactory results both in terms of accuracy and simulation time.
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There is indeed very good agreement between the model results and the monitoring field
data, especially during the last maintenance work of 2014. Such a high level of accuracy
is actually surprising, considering the simple assumptions at the bases of the model,
i.e. Euler-Bernoulli and first-order beam theories. Furthermore, thanks to these specific
simple assumptions the simulation time required to perform a full creep analysis results
to be acceptable and suitable for model implementation in a decision support system.
The creep analysis performed with the 1D FE model from 1969 up to 2040 lasted 8
hours, with an 8-core desktop machine, 32 GB of RAM and 2.10 GHz of CPU frequency,
versus 12 plus days required to perform the same analysis by means of an already existing
3D ANSYS model of the viaduct. The main reason lies in the huge number of DoFs
characterizing the 3D model, i.e. 260000 DoFs, versus 147 DoFs of the 1D model.
Another contribution of this thesis to the study of highly creep-sensitive concrete
structures relates to the development of a novel creep constitutive law, which is character-
ized by a simpler form thanModel B3, but highly accurate nonetheless. The proposed law
is conceived for describing the aging hereditariness of concrete, but it can be successfully
applied to the study of any other aging material by simply assigning different values to
the model parameters. The principal novelty of the proposed law concerns the use of
variable-order fractional operators for the description of the material aging. Moreover,
another fundamental aspect relates to its simplicity, which allows the derivation of the
relevant relaxation function from the fundamental relationship of linear viscoelasticity,
impossible to obtain in presence of very complex law like the Model B3 one. More pre-
cisely, the relaxation function of the presented model is obtained by solving the Volterra
integral equation with the iterated-kernels method and the Grünwald-Letnikov approxi-
mation. Thus, the accuracy of the resulting relaxation formula strictly depends on the
number of kernels, set to 200, and the number of Grünwald-Letnikov terms, set to 170.
Interesting comparisons between the novel creep model and Model B3 are also proposed,
with the following conclusions: i) the approximate relaxation function ofModel B3 is less
accurate than the fractional-order relaxation function, except for the case of short-term re-
laxation beginning at young ages; and ii) the comparison between creep functions entails
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percentage errors less than 6%, which is a reasonable value in engineering practice.
In order to further investigate the efficiency of the novel creep constitutive law pre-
viously presented, a compatible numerical integration scheme is finally provided in this
thesis. As anticipated, the numerical scheme is charactered by a fractional-order aging
kernel and relies on the energetic formulation proposed by Carini et al. (1995b). The
convergence of the derived fractional-order integration scheme is investigated by means
of an a posteriori accuracy analysis on a model problem, i.e. a clamped beam made of a
medium strength concrete and subjected to a unitary stress at the free end, for which the
exact viscoelastic solution is known. Moreover, by choosing different values of significant
variables, like the number of Gaussian quadrature points (nG) and subintervals (n), the
best solution in terms of accuracy and computational time is reached when nG = 8 and
n = 25, i.e. t = 360 days for a creep analysis performed within »1000, 10000¼ days.
Similar considerations are drawn though the application of the fractional-order integration
scheme to more complex structures, including the main span of the Colle Isarco viaduct.
5.3 Future perspectives
A first interesting development of the work presented in this thesis entails the im-
provement of the efficiency of the 1D FE model. The model was utilized to study the
behavior of the Colle Israco viaduct and the relevant creep analysis required almost 8
hours. This simulation time is certainly satisfactory compared to the simulation time re-
quired by an already existing 3D model; however, it is still excessive in view of the model
implementation in a decision support system. Possible solutions can be: i) to parallelize
the algorithm for different load histories; and ii) to reduce the number of load histories
by merging some of them. Further improvement of the 1D FE model may also concern
its accuracy, which can be enhanced through the introduction of enriched finite elements.
However, it is important to highlight that the use of a more refined FE model may increase
the computational costs, making the model not suitable for a decision support system.
Further developments of this thesis may also involve the proposed creep constitutive
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law and its three parameters, C¹t0º, ¹t0º andG¹t0º. In this thesis, they are derived for a
medium-strength concrete with the aid of Model B3. However, a more refined characteri-
zation of such parameters can be achieved through: i) the use of experimental data for the
best-fitting procedure, such as the one collected in the RILEM database (RILEM, 2016);
and ii) the study of the influence that mechanical properties, environmental conditions,
and cross-section geometry may have on their trends.
Eventually, the numerical integration scheme, proposed for the novel fractional-order
constitutive law, can be extended to include shear deformations; and the same scheme can
be formulated for more general 2D and 3D bodies.
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